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Abstract
Future space systems will require high robustness of the control system as well as
high performance because of their two major features: lightly damped structural dy-
namics; and nonlinear inertia properties induced by the large motion of articulating
sensor heads and antennas. Effective robust control design techniques are needed to
satisfy the performance requirements of future space systems in the presence of model
uncertainties and nonlinear changes in their inertia properties.
In this thesis, the Multiple Model (MM) technique is applied to a plant system
which has multiple off-nominal factors including nonlinear inertia properties. Three
control design problems are presented to examine the effectiveness of the MM tech-
nique: sample designs for a simple plant system; single-input, single-output (SISO)
designs for the Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE); and multiple-input,
multiple-output (MIMO) designs for the MACE. A plant model of the MACE test
article has two off-nominal factors, i.e. frequency uncertainty in the Z-axis bending
modes and nonlinear inertia changes due to different primary payload average angles.
In each design problem, LQG compensators are first designed and used as initial com-
pensators in the subsequent MM designs. Through the comparison between LQG and
MM compensators, the effectiveness of the MM technique is examined.
In every design problem, the MM technique enhances robust stability and perfor-
mance of an original LQG compensator with small loss in nominal performance. In
particular, in the MIMO designs for the MACE, the MM technique substantially im-
proves robust performance for nonlinear inertia properties of the MACE test article.
This research reveals the effectiveness of the MM technique for multiple off-nominal
factors including nonlinear changes of inertia properties.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. David W. Miller
Title: Principal Research Scientist, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Future space systems will require high robustness of the control system as well as
high performance because of their two major features: lightly damped structural dy-
namics and nonlinear inertia properties induced by the large motion of articulating
sensor heads and antennas. Effective robust control design techniques are needed to
satisfy the performance requirements of future space systems in the presence of model
uncertainties and nonlinear changes in their inertia properties.
In this introduction, the development of robust control design techniques is re-
viewed at first. The review covers the comparative study of robust control design
techniques made by the research team in the Space Engineering Research Center
(SERC) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Secondly, the Mid-
deck Active Control Experiment (MACE) program, conducted by the research team
at SERC, is introduced as the most aggressive research to develop a control design
methodology for future space systems. Finally, the motivation and objectives of this
study are presented in the last section.
1.1 Robust Control Design techniques
In control designs, trade-offs between properties of a compensator are usually un-
avoidable. A trade-off between controller's nominal performance and sensitivity to
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uncertainty is a typical example of the trade-offs in control designs. Simple and ef-
fective means to evaluate controllers are needed to perform these trade-offs.
The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) technique was developed to allow con-
trol designers to conduct designs in a practical way [1]. Through specifying weights
on each of the state and control variables, the LQR technique provides the optimal
state feedback gains which minimize an LQR cost functional, i.e. a weighted sum of
quadratic state and control variables. An LQR controller is found by solving an alge-
braic Riccati equation and it guarantees stability margins, ±60deg phase margin and
-6dB gain margin, in each channel [2]. However, an LQR controller is not practical,
because all state variables cannot be measured in most design cases.
To allow sensor output feedback, Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control was
introduced in the 1960s by combining an LQ regulator and a Kalman filter (KF),
and had matured as a practical control design technique by the beginning of the
1970s [3]. Although an LQG solution is easily obtained by solving two decoupled al-
gebraic Riccati equations, the LQG technique does not guarantee robust stability [4].
A laborious iterative design procedure like tuning the weights on the performance
outputs and sensor noises has to be performed before obtaining an adequate compen-
sator to satisfy stability requirements for off-nominal factors. This drawback of the
LQG technique led control researchers and designers to demand robust control design
techniques in the modern linear control theory.
In the following two decades, many robust control design techniques were devel-
oped mainly by modifying the LQG technique. The robust control techniques, such
as LQG/Loop Transfer Recovery (LQR/LTR) [5, 6], Trajectory Sensitivity Optimiza-
tion (TSO) [7], Sensitivity Weighted LQG (SWLQG) [8], Parameter Robust LQG [9],
Maximum Entropy [10], and Multiple Model (MM) [11], are based on the LQG tech-
nique.
On the other hand, new approaches were also conducted to obtain a robust con-
troller. The - technique has been studied most vigorously in the last fifteen
years [12, 13]. The 7-e technique is based on the ?, norm of the closed loop transfer
function matrix from disturbance to performance, while the LQG technique is based
on the quadratic (W2) norm. Although the 7F, technique starts with a concept dif-
ferent from that of the LQG technique, it was proved that the 7, technique includes
the LQG technique as a special case [13].
The most remarkable feature of the 4%, formulation is that the compensator pro-
vides outstanding guaranteed robustness. However, this robustness is achieved with
a large loss of nominal performance, and an 4, compensator is too conservative
in many control design cases because its resulting robustness bounds far exceed the
targeted bounds. Thus, the current issue in the i,, technique is the reduction of the
conservatism of robustness [14].
The answer for the question of which robust control technique should be adopted
totally depends on the plant system and the type of off-nominal factors. Grocott
performed a comparative study of nine robust control techniques for flexible space
structure systems, and demonstrated the effectiveness of SWLQG, ME, MM, and
Popov Control Synthesis [15] and the extreme conservatism of W4, synthesis and p-
synthesis [16]. In particular, he emphasized the superiority of the MM technique for
a plant system with real parametric uncertainties.
1.2 Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE)
The recent development of robust control design techniques allows engineers to design
high performance controllers. However, control designers can appreciate the benefit
of robust control techniques, only if they have precise dynamic models of a plant
system including the associated off-nominal models. In some control design cases,
measurement data of an actual plant is available. Unfortunately, it is impossible
for space system designers to have a precise dynamic model of a space system in a
weightless state before the system is launched, because there is no way to perfectly
simulate zero-gravity (0-g) conditions on the ground. This is a significant problem in
designing a control system particularly for flexible space structure systems, because
these systems have complex dynamic modes due to a large number of degrees of free-
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Figure 1-1: Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE) test article (ground exper-
iment configuration in 1-g)
dom in their dynamics.
The Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE) program was conducted by the
research team in the Space Engineering Research Center (SERC) at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) in order to establish a control design methodology for
space systems which have interaction between their attitude and pointing control and
their structural dynamics [17]. The main technical challenges in the MACE program
are to develop a precise analytical O-g model with a combination of Finite Element
Method [18] and 1-g measurement data of a plant system, and to design high per-
formance compensators for O-g implementation using several robust control design
techniques.
The MACE test article, shown in Figure 1-1, was developed as a typical flexible
space structure system. It consists of four flexible struts, a three-axis reaction wheel
assembly, and two payloads: the primary payload and secondary payload. The reac-
tion wheel assembly is equipped at the center of the structure and controls the bus
attitude in the three axis. Each payload is controlled by a two-axis (X and Z axis)
gimbal at each end of the connected struts. The actuator system, consisting of the
reaction wheel assembly and two gimbals, allows the MACE test article to control
each section separately and prevents it from being destabilized by the interaction
between its control and structural dynamics. The sensor system includes three rate
gyros collocated with the reaction wheel assembly, two (X and Z axis) rate gyros in
the primary payload, and two (X and Z axis) encoders in each gimbal. In total, the
MACE test article has seven actuator inputs and nine sensor outputs (three inertial
angels of the bus body, two inertial angles of the primary payload, and two relative
angles at each gimbal system). The secondary payload can simulate an uncollocated
disturbance source. Large motion of the payloads causes nonlinear changes of the
MACE test article's inertia properties.
The MACE program was in its climax when the 0-g dynamic model measurements
and control experiments were operated on the United States Space Shuttle Endeavor
during the STS-67 mission in May 1995. The flight experiments validated the control
design methodology developed by the research team of SERC. Detailed results will
be reported by the research team in the near future.
1.3 Motivation, Objectives, and Outline
The control objective in the MACE program was to maintain the inertial pointing of
the primary payload while the second payload was undergoing either broad or nar-
rowband excitation. The frequency uncertainty, based on the comparison between
a 1-g analytical model and a 1-g measurement model, was used as the off-nominal
factor in the MACE control design.
Most space systems have large antennas and sensor heads which are required to
have tracking modes as well as pointing modes. Large-angle tracking causes the iner-
tia properties to change in a nonlinear way. These nonlinear inertia property changes
can destabilize the closed loop control system when it is designed without their con-
sideration. Therefore, future space systems require a reliable and high performance
control system, which can deal with nonlinear inertia properties as well as model
uncertainties.
There are two major design approaches to satisfy this requirement: nonlinear
control and linear, robust control. Nonlinear control has been vigorously studied by
many researchers lately, because all the plant systems in practical control designs
have nonlinear properties. Feedback Linearization is a typical nonlinear control tech-
nique [19]. Feedback Linearization technique provides excellent performance for a
nonlinear plant system, when a precise nonlinear mathematical model of the nonlin-
ear plant system is obtained. However, this technique cannot be applied to all types
of nonlinear systems, and it is difficult to develop a precise nonlinear mathemati-
cal model in practical designs. Due to poor robustness of a Feedback Linearization
controller, an inaccurate nonlinear model causes large performance degradation or
destabilization [20]. Furthermore, full states have to be measured in a Feedback Lin-
earization controller. In many plants including the MACE test article, it is impossible
to measure full states. Therefore, many researchers are currently making great ef-
forts to develop nonlinear observers. However, they are still immature because they
all have drawbacks, such as necessity of an exact nonlinear mathematical model and
heavy computational loads [21].
Adaptive Control is another typical nonlinear control technique. The basic concept
of Adaptive Control is to estimate plant uncertainties based on on-line measurement
data and to adjust gains in the controller. Since there is unknown variation of a
plant in many practical designs, Adaptive Control has been expected to be useful in
practical application. However, an instability problem of existing Adaptive Control
algorithms was pointed out by Rohrs et al [22]. Although research on the Robust
Adaptive Control Problem has been vigorously pursued since then, no effective mod-
ification has been proposed yet [23].
Although linear control techniques are usually applied at each operating point,
Gain Scheduled Control is categorized as one of the nonlinear control techniques. In
spite of a lack of strong theoretical background, this technique is applied to many
practical problems. The main drawback of this technique is no guarantee of the stabil-
ity and performance of the system at intermediate points [24]. To maintain stability
robustness, the system needs to vary sufficiently slowly [23]. Since space systems
including the MACE test article are not usually required to make quick motion, Gain
Scheduled Control is applicable to them. However, an onboard processor needs to
have a sufficiently large capacity because several sets of gains need to be installed in
it.
As mentioned above, nonlinear control techniques are still immature and require
high computational performance and large capacity of an onboard processor. On
the other hand, linear, robust control techniques are reliable because they are based
on mature linear control theories. Some robust control techniques, such as Multiple
Model, 4,,, synthesis, -synthesis, and Popov Control synthesis, guarantee robust
stability for designated off-nominal conditions. Furthermore, requirements for a pro-
cessor are not excessive. Therefore, it is a reasonable approach to apply linear, robust
control techniques to a nonlinear plant at first and to examine the performance limit
of linear, robust controllers. The main issue in implementing a robust control design
is a trade-off between controller's nominal performance and robustness. The question
of which robust control design is the most effective depends on properties of a plant
system. Therefore, it is very important to find the most effective robust technique to
a plant system that provides a large robustness gain at a sacrifice of a small nominal
performance loss.
The objective of this research is to examine the effectiveness of a linear, robust
control technique at designing high performance compensators which stabilize a space
structure system with nonlinear inertia properties. The Multiple Model (MM) tech-
nique is examined as one of the most effective robust control design techniques for
a space structure system, while the MACE test article is adopted as a typical space
structure system.
This thesis consists of three main chapters. In Chapter 2, the LQG and MM tech-
niques are introduced and applied to a sample structural system, the 4-mode free-free
flexible beam, to understand the destabilization mechanisms associated with a lightly
damped structural plant. The development of the analytical model of the 4-mode
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free-free flexible beam using the Finite Element Method [18] is also presented in this
chapter. Chapter 3 presents SISO designs for the MACE test article with four Z-axis
bending modes to examine the influence of nonlinear inertia properties caused by
different primary payload average angles and the effectiveness of the MM technique.
Two off-nominal factors are considered: ±10% frequency uncertainty in the second
Z-axis bending mode and ±45deg primary gimbal average angles. The frequency un-
certainty is caused by model errors and is limited in the second Z-axis bending mode
in this SISO design case to mainly examine the effect of the other off-nominal factor,
i.e. the primary gimbal average angle. Large changes of the primary gimbal angle
result in nonlinear changes of the MACE test article's inertia properties.
Finally, in Chapter 4, MIMO designs for the MACE test article are performed as
a more realistic design case. The secondary payload acts as an uncollocated distur-
bance source. Two off-nominal factors are also considered in MIMO designs: ±2.5%
frequency uncertainty in all Z-axis bending modes and ±45deg primary gimbal aver-
age angles.
Chapter 2
Control Design Techniques and
Sample Designs
A compensator for future space systems must be robust to their two major off-nominal
factors, i.e. uncertainty in structural dynamics and geometric nonlinearity. The Lin-
ear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) is powerful in control designs for future space systems
because of its practicality; a high authority compensator is easily obtained by solving
two decoupled algebraic Riccati equations. However, this technique cannot guarantee
robust stability. Therefore, robust control techniques need to be applied to future
space systems. The Multiple Model (MM) technique can be used in control designs
for future space systems as the most effective robust control technique.
The objectives of this chapter are to introduce the LQG and MM technique and
to examine basic properties of an LQG and MM compensator for space structural
systems through sample designs for a free-free beam.
2.1 Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
To allow sensor output feedback, Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control was in-
troduced as a practical control design technique by combining an LQ regulator and
a Kalman filter (KF). Although an LQG solution is easily obtained by solving two
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decoupled algebraic Riccati equations, the LQG technique does not guarantee robust
stability. This drawback of the LQG technique led control researchers and designers
to demand robust control design techniques. Many robust control techniques includ-
ing Multiple Model (MM) were developed based on the LQG technique. Therefore,
the LQG technique is applied to many engineering problems as a basic linear control
technique. In this study, LQG compensators are used as an initial compensator in a
MM design and compared with resulting MM compensators. This section presents
the formulation of the LQG technique and the design strategy in applying the LQG
technique to the design problems presented in this study.
2.1.1 Formulation
Control design always starts at modeling the plant. The Linear Quadratic Gaussian
(LQG) method is no exception [3]. A linear time invariant equation has to be formu-
lated. The following general form is often adapted in order to generalize W-2 and W,.
design techniques [12, 13].
x = Ax + Bw + Bou (2.1)
z = Cz + Dzw + Dzu
y = CYx + Dyw + DYuu
where x, z, and y are a state variable vector, a performance vector, and an output
vector, respectively. w and u are a disturbance vector and a control variable vector,
respectively.
The open loop transfer functions from the inputs, w and u, to the outputs, z and
y, are given by
Gzw(s) = Cz(sI- A)- 1 B, + Dz, (2.2)
Gzu(s) = Cz(sI- A)-1Bu + Dzu,
Figure 2-1: General control system
= C(sI -
= C,(I -
A)- 1B, + D,,,
A)-'B, + Dy,.
Figure 2-1 shows the closed loop system with the compensator, K(s). The closed
loop performance transfer function from w to z is given by
Gcl(s) = Gz,(s) - Gzu(s)K(s) [I + GY,(s)K(s) ]- Gy,(s). (2.3)
The compensator, K(s), is represented as
~ = Axc + Bcy, (2.4)
U = -Ccxc,
where xc is a state variable vector estimated by the filter.
Then, by using the representation of the closed loop system, the plant system,
which is equivalent to Equation (2.1), is written in the augmented state space repre-
sentation,
x = A + Bw
z = + bw
(2.5)
Gy (s)
Gyu(s)
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where
A= A -BCc
BC, A - BcD,,C
B Bw,,
BcDYW
C = C-DZUC
D = D, -D
By using the representation above, the closed loop transfer function, which is equiv-
alent to Equation (2.3), is given by
Gil(s) = C(sI - A)-B + D. (2.6)
The smaller the gain of the closed loop transfer function, the better the closed
loop system rejects disturbances. Therefore, the objective of control design is to find
a compensator which minimizes the closed loop transfer function, G (jw).
There are many ways to evaluate the magnitude of Gcl(jw). The 7t2 norm is
adopted in the LQG technique, while the 7&, norm is used in the h,, technique [25].
The 7t2 norm is defined as
1 +oo|Gc(s) 1 2 = -trace] Gcl(jw)G*z(jw) dw2 t27r G0
= trace G T(t)G (t)dt./OOOl"l U~
(2.7)
In the equation above, the Parseval theory is applied to transfer the integration with
respect to frequency to the integration with respect to time [26].
There is no general analytic solution of the integration above, because the solution
depends on the input to the closed loop system. In the LQG technique, an impulse
input is adopted to have a specific solution. Since the time domain transfer function
of the closed loop system, which is given by Equation (2.6), for an impulse input is
Gc(t) = C exp(At)B, (2.8)
then the 72 norm of the transfer function is given by [27]
IIGI(s) 112 = trace j C exp(At)BBT exp(A T t)c T dt
= trace [CT], (2.9)
where Q is the solution of the Lyapunov equation,
A + QA T + BB T = 0. (2.10)
In the LQG technique, the 72 norm defined above is adopted as the LQG cost func-
tional, J, which includes both state and control components.
On the other hand, applying stochastic inputs to the closed loop system also gives
the same cost functional for the LQG problem.
J = |Ge112
=lim {T zz dt
T-oo T 0
lioom E fT [X r R xx x + 2x R x u u + UT R uu u, dt ,T-+oo T
(2.11)
(2.12)
where Dz,, = 0 to guarantee finite 72 norm. E is the expectation operator. The
weights for the state variables and the control variables are defined as
(2.13)F RxL RXU T JCz D ]
Note that R and , need to be a semi-positive definite matrix (R > 0) and a positive
definite matrix (R, > 0), respectively.
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Now the optimum gains, F and H, which minimize the cost functional in the LQG
problem, Equation (2.9) or Equation (2.12), are given by
F = R
-  
R + BTP] (2.14)
H = [QCT + Vy] VI1, (2.15)
where P and Q are the solutions of the following two decoupled algebraic Riccati
equations,
O = PA + ATP + Rxx - [PBu + Rxu] R- [R + B TP] (2.16)
o = AQ+QAT + V - [QC y V I [Ty CyQ] , (2.17)
and the weights for the estimated state variables and the sensor noises are defined as
V BT Vy T D . (2.18)
V T  VY DYW
V and Vyy need to be a semi-positive definite matrix (V > 0) and a positive definite
matrix (V > 0), respectively.
The LQG compensator is composed by applying the LQG optimum gain set,
Equation (2.14) and Equation (2.15), to the compensator, K(s) represented by Equa-
tion (2.4). Thus, the system matrices of the LQG compensator are given by
Ac = A- B,F- HCy + BuDyuC (2.19)
BC =H
cc = F.
The most remarkable feature of the LQG compensator is the separation princi-
ple [28]. The LQG compensator can be separated into the LQR (Linear Quadratic
Regulator) and the KF (Kalman Filter). However, the LQG compensator does not
have robustness guarantees [4], while the LQR and KF individually have +60deg
phase margin in each channel, independently and simultaneously, and [2, +o] gain
margin [2].
By using the estimation error vector, e = x - xc, and the system matrices of the
LQG compensator given by Equation (2.19), the augmented state representation of
the closed loop system, Equation (2.5), can be reformulated as
d x A - BF B F x B,
= + (2.20)dt e 0 A - HCY L eJ B, - HD,,y
= Cz - DzuF DzuF ]
Note that D = D = 0 for the LQG problem.
Therefore, the closed loop poles are given by
det [AI- (A - BuF)] = : LQR poles (2.21)
det [AI- (A- HC)] = 0: KF poles. (2.22)
Using the equations above, the LQR poles and KF poles can be specified respec-
tively.
2.1.2 Design Strategy
The most outstanding feature of the LQG design technique is the systematic design
procedure made possible through the tuning of the state, control, and filter weights.
Tuning the weights determines the properties of the compensator. In the general form
of the plant system, Cz, Dzu, and Dy matrices correspond to the state weights, the
control weights, and the filter weights, respectively. The weights are determined from
these matrices by Equation (2.13) and Equation (2.18).
In most of control design cases, however, the number of the weights easily becomes
large. In particular, the number of state variables in the flexible space structure prob-
lem, which is the main topic of this study, is quite large. This leads control designers
to laborious trial-and-error design procedures before getting adequate compensators
which satisfy the design requirements. Therefore, effective ways of tuning the weights
are required.
In this study, the following procedure is adopted for tuning the weights in the
LQG problem.
1. Since only relative ratios among the weights are meaningful, the B,, Cz, Dz,
and D, matrices are set in the first step such that
B = Bo(nx n,) O(nxxn) ] (2.23)
diag(ai) Co (n x) (2.24)Cz = 2 24)
0(n×xn)
Dz = (zx p (2.25)
L diag(pj) Dzuo(nu xn.)
Dy, = [ O(nyxnp) [diag(Ok) Dywo](nxn) ] x 0, (2.26)
where p and 0 are scalar weights on the control variables and the sensor noises,
respectively. oi, pj, and Ok are individual scalar weights on each component of
the state and control variables, and the sensor noises, respectively. All the in-
dividual scalar weights are set to one, at first. The diag(.) indicates a square
matrix which has the specified individual scalar weights as diagonal entries.
nx, n~, and ny are the order of the state variable vector, x, the control variable
vector, u, and the output variable vector, y, respectively. nzx is the number
of the state variables which are chosen as the components of the performance
vector. n, and n, are the number of the process and sensor noises, respectively.
Since the Cz and Dzu matrices mentioned above have a zero submatrix, they
give a set of independent weights on the state variables and control variables,
and zero weights on the cross product of the state and control variables. The
weights on the state-control product play an important role in the robust control
design. An adequate set of the weights on the state, control, and state-control
product provides good robustness. The sensitivity weighted LQG (SWLQG) is
a robust control technique which positively uses the state-control product [8].
In this study, however, the state-control product is set to zero for simplicity.
The B, and Dy, also have a zero submatrix to make the process and sensor
noises uncorrelated; BD T , = 0.
2. Set a control scalar weight, p, and then find a disturbance scalar weight, 0, so
that the following condition is satisfied.
* Balanced Weight Condition:
J1 J2SJ 2  (2.27)
J4  J3 '
where J1 = trace [PVxx]
J2 = trace [RxxQ]
J= trace [P(QC + VY)V-(V T + CYQ)]
J4= trace [(PBu + Rxu)R- (R T + BTp)Q
Note that J1 and J3 contribute to the LQG cost, Equation (2.9) or Equa-
tion (2.12), by the regulator part of the LQG compensator, and that J2 and J4
contribute to the LQG cost by the filter part of the LQG compensator. The
LQG cost functional can be written by using J1, J2, J3 , and J4.
J = J1 + J4
= J2 +J3
Therefore, satisfying the Balanced Weight Condition gives an LQG com-
pensator which has an evenly-balanced regulator and filter cost contribution.
Smaller control scalar weights give higher authority compensators. Control au-
thority of the compensator corresponds to the bandwidth of the compensator;
high authority compensators have high crossover frequency.
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3. Change individual scalar weights, ai, pj, and 0k, in C, D,,, and D, in order to
modulate cost contribution by the individual variables or sensor noises. Then,
apply the Balanced Weight Condition to find a new disturbance scalar weight, 0.
A heavier individual scalar weight on a particular variable or sensor noise makes
its LQG cost contribution smaller. The analysis tools, such as the frequency
response plot mentioned in Section 2.3.2, are helpful to obtain information on
individual variables and sensor noises. Repeat this step until a desirable LQG
compensator is obtained.
The tuning of the weights is the most laborious process in a LQG design. The
procedure described above is one of the measures to reduce the laboriousness.
2.2 Multiple Model (MM) Method
The Multiple Model (MM) method can be based on the LQR or the LQG [11, 29]
problems. In this study, the MM method based on the LQG is adopted, because it is
more practical than that based on the LQR.
The most remarkable feature of the MM method is that it provides guaranteed
robustness for designers, through direct specification of off-nominal design points,
with relatively small loss in nominal performance [16]. Compensators designed with
the MM method guarantee stability at a nominal design point and every specified
off-nominal design point but do not guarantee stability outside of the design points.
The principle of the MM method is to find a compensator which stabilizes every
design point plant system and minimizes a weighted sum of the LQG costs of each
design point. While the principle of the MM method is easy, there is no analytical
equation like the algebraic Riccati equations in LQG, Equations (2.16) and (2.17),
which can be solved analytically. Therefore, numerical nonlinear multivariable opti-
mization methods, such as the Newton method or the Quasi-Newton method [30, 31],
need to be introduced to find the solution. This results in a large amount of calcula-
tion load and does not guarantee convergence to an optimal solution.
2.2.1 Formulation
Because the Multiple Model (MM) design technique is based on the LQG design
technique, the formulation of the MM method starts at the formulation of the LQG
method developed in Section 2.1.1.
Since the LQG is a design technique based on a linear, time-invariant plant system,
there are two kinds of off-nominal sources: uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics.
Nonlinearity is one of the unmodeled dynamics which is removed in the process of
linearization. The MM method provides linear time invariant compensators which
stabilize off-nominal plant systems by increasing robustness of the compensators.
At first, some off-nominal design points based on off-nominal factors of the plant
system have to be selected. The linear time invariant state equations can be set at
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each design point including the nominal design point as follows:
x = Aix + B,, w + Bu
z = Cz, x
(2.28)
+ Dzuiu
y = Cx + D w + Dy,u,
where the subscript "i" refers to the design points. Note that Dz,, = 0 for the LQG
problem.
With the compensator, K(s),
:c = Axc + Bcy (2.29)
U = 
-Ccxc
the augmented state equations at each design point can be written as
X = Ai. + Biw (2.30)
z= Ci,
where
Ai 
- Bu, c
BcCy, Ac - BDyu, Cc
B,
BcDywi
Cz, -Dzu,Cc 1
Ai=
Bi
Ci =
x
xC
The LQG cost can be determined by the system matrices of the augmented state
equations. Thus, the weighted sum of the LQG costs at the design points is given by
DP
Jo = E trace (~'4Q f] , (2.31)
i=1
where /i is a weight on the LQG cost at each design point and 'nDP / = 1. And Qi
is the solution of the Lyapunov equation at each design point,
AQ + QjAT + BiBT = 0. (2.32)
Now, the MM problem is to find the matrix set, Ac, Bc, and Cc, which minimizes
the weighted sum of the LQG costs, Ja, under the condition of the Lyapunov equa-
tions, Equation (2.32).
By using the Lagrange multipliers, Pi, the weighted sum of the LQG costs can be
written as
nDP
Ja = Za trace [Bi 9 + P (AQi + OA + BZBT) . (2.33)
i=1
The partial derivatives of Ja with respect to the variable matrices, Ac, B,, and C',
are derived as follows:
tJa "DP
OA = 3[(P)T + (PQ)22]i (2.34)
J "DP
S i=1
SJa nD TP
EA [D DzuC 2 + Q22) - D[ 2 (Q1 + Q12)
-B{(QP)T + (PQ)12 )} - D T BT(Qp) + (PQ)22 ]i,(2.36)ZDzz(2
where (')11, (')12, ()21, and (')22 are n, x n. matrix entries of the indicated matrix.
For instance,
PQ (PQ)11 (PQ)12
(PQ)21 (PQ)22
Refer to Appendix A for the derivations of the derivatives.
For the optimum solution of the matrix set, the following partial derivative has
to be zero. That is,
aJ
- =- Pi + AiTP + CZT C = 0. (2.37)OQ
This is another Lyapunov equation with respect to the Lagrange multipliers, Pi.
The solution, P, is used to evaluate the partial derivatives, Equation (2.34), Equa-
tion (2.35), and Equation (2.36).
2.2.2 Design Strategy
Since there is no analytical solution of the MM problem, numerical optimization
methods, such as the Newton method and the quasi-Newton method, need to be used
to get the optimum solution, which minimizes the weighted sum of the LQG costs.
In either method, an adequate initial matrix set, Ao, Bo, and CO,, has to be chosen
to start the iterative calculation. The LQG solution can be used as the initial matrix
set as long as it is stable for each design point. In this study, the following procedure
is adopted to obtain the MM solution.
1. An LQG solution is chosen as an initial matrix set. Therefore, the design
parameters, such as the state, control, and filter weights, are the same as those
used to find the LQG compensator. The LQG solution is obtained by following
the procedure described in Section 2.1.2.
2. Set the cost weights, /i. A heavier cost weight gives a wider stable region around
the corresponding design point.
3. All closed loop systems in the MM design procedure, which consist of the plant
system at each design point and the compensator in the middle of the iterative
calculation, must be stable. Therefore, at the start of the calculation, tem-
porary off-nominal design points, which are inside of the stable region around
the nominal design point provided by the initial compensator, need to be set.
The optimum solution of this temporary design step expands the stable region
around the nominal design point, and then can be used as the initial matrix set
for the next design step. In the next design step, the temporary off-nominal de-
sign points are moved toward the final off-nominal design points. The solution
for the final off-nominal design point is the targeted MM solution.
The design procedure described above is called the progressive method. This method
can be one of the measures to avoid obtaining local minima in the numerical opti-
mization process instead of the global minimum. In this study, the effectiveness of
this method is also examined.
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2.3 Sample Designs
The sample control design is posed in order to investigate basic properties of the
plant system and the compensators designed with the LQG technique and the MM
technique. The most important thing in the sample design is to understand the mech-
anism of destabilization of the closed loop system due to the frequency uncertainty
of the plant system.
The plant system in the sample design should be as simple as possible without
losing its basic properties. A single input and single output (SISO) plant system of a
free-free flexible beam is selected as the sample plant system.
2.3.1 Plant System for the Sample Designs
The Middeck Active Control Experiment (MACE) test article was developed as a
typical model of a future flexible space structure system, such as space stations and
space platforms. The main feature of this type of system is lightly damped structural
dynamics. Poles and zeros of the plant system are alternately and successively located
near the imaginary axis on the left half of the complex plane. This pole-zero location
is deeply related to stability of the closed loop system.
In order to study this basic plant dynamic feature and compensators designed
with LQG and MM, a free-free beam is selected in the sample designs. The free-free
beam has similar physical properties to those of the MACE test article, such as mass
distribution and stiffness of the struts. This beam, however, does not have gimbals
like attached to the MACE test article.
The model for the sample design needs to have a few modes at least to examine the
lightly damped pole-zero structure. The plant system selected in the sample designs
is modeled in the X-Y plane, and has four Z-bending modes. The Finite Element
Method (FEM) is used to develop the analytical model of the free-free beam [18].
The sample model consists of four flexible struts, one heavier center node mass,
two intermediate node masses, and two end node masses. The masses are modeled
Z X
q2 q5 q8 qll q14
q3 q l q6 
q4  q9 .q7 q12 q 1 5 __
q 13
Strut#1 Strut#2 Strut#3 Strut#4
End Node#1 Node#1 Center Node Node#2 End Node#2
Figure 2-2: Sample model; 4-mode free-free flexible beam
as rigid. Figure 2-2 shows the sample model, and Table 2.1 shows physical values of
the sample model. The flexible struts have similar physical properties to those of the
MACE test article.
As shown in Figure 2-2, each strut has a reference point at each end, and each
reference point has three degrees of freedom resulting in six degrees of freedom for each
strut (xl, yl, 1, x 2, Y2, and 02). Each rigid mass has three degrees of freedom (r,,
yr, and Or), which correspond to the degrees of freedom of the struts by connecting it
to the ends of the struts. The 4-mode free-free flexible beam is assembled from these
elements as illustrated in Figure 2-2 and has 15 degrees of freedom. Eventually, four
Z-bending modes are extracted by truncating the 11 other modes.
The equations of motion in the physical reference coordinates are given by
M + 0 + [R P, (2.38)
where q is the displacement variable vector, [Ai] is the geometry matrix of i-th element,
and
[M] = [i]T [i] [i]
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Table 2.1: Physical values of the 4-mode free-free flexible beam
] = [Ai]T [Z] [Ai] (2.39)
[ = [A] T [ki] [A]
= [Ai]T fi.
The mass [Tmi] and stiffness [ki] matrices for the flexible struts in the X-Y plane
are given by
140 0 0 70 0 0
0 156 22L 0 54 -13L
mL 0 22L 4L 2  0 13L -3L 2[mi] (2.40)420 70 0 0 140 0 0
0 54 13L 0 156 -22L
0 -22L 4L 2
item symbol values
Center Node : Mass Mc 14.35 kg
Moment of Inertia (Z-axis) Izc 2.038 x 10-1 kg m 2
Intermediate Nodes : Mass MNj (j = 1, 2) 1.300 kg
Moment of Inertia (Z-axis) IzNj (j = 1, 2) 9.521 x 10- 3 kg m 2
End Nodes : Mass MEj (j = 1, 2) 7.062 kg
Moment of Inertia (Z-axis) IzEj (j = 1, 2) 1.014 x 10-1 kg m 2
Struts : Density pj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) 3099 kg/m 3
Length Lj 0.2643 m
Modulus of Elasticity Ej 2.578 x 109 N/m 2
Cross-sectional Area Moment of Inertia Izj 2.140 x 10-8 m 4
Cross-sectional Area Aj 2.560 x 10- 4 m 2
-3L 20 -13L
2 0 0 (L)2 0 0
0 12 6L 0 -12 6L
- EI 0 6L 4L 2  0 -6L 2L 2
[ks] = (2.41)L (L)2 0 0 (;L2 0 0
0 -12 -6L 0 12 -6L
0 6L 2L 2  0 -6L 4L 2
where r is the radius of gyration of the cross-sectional area and is given by r = .
Im is the cross-sectional area moment of inertia, and A is the cross-sectional area.
The damping matrices, [ri], for the flexible elements are easily determined by using
the modal coordinates introduced later.
The [~Yii], [Ei], and [ki] matrices for the rigid mass elements in the X-Y plane are
given by
mr 0 0
[Li] = 0 m 0 (2.42)
0 0 Iz
[ri] = [0](3x3) (2.43)
[ki]= [0](33) (2.44)
The physical reference coordinates are intuitive for understanding physical mo-
tion of the beam. They, however, are not suitable for control design for the plant
with parametric uncertainties in the natural frequencies of its bending modes, be-
cause modal information is implicitly contained in the system matrices of the state
equations. The modal coordinates are more convenient in designing compensators for
the flexible structure system because the system matrices are expressed with modal
parameters explicitly.
The transformation with the mode shape matrix, (D, defined below gives the fol-
lowing equations of motion in modal coordinates.
I. + 2 [(] [Q] #j + [Q]2 = DT, (2.45)
wMaRbINWMAWASOM,
where 77 is a modal variable vector and
[(] = diag((j)
[Q] = diag(wNj).
The diag(.) indicates a square matrix which has a specified vector as diagonal entries.
(j and wNj denote the damping ratios and the natural frequencies of the j-th Z-
bending mode of the sample plant, respectively. Since the sample model has four
modes, [(] and [Q] are 4 x 4 matrices in the sample designs in this section.
The mode shape matrix, 1, needs to satisfy the following relations:
q= 4,71;
qT [ 4) = I; (2.46)
DT[ 4I = 2 [(] [Q
4)T[_j = [Q]2
Now each mode can be explicitly specified.
The linear, time-invariant state equations based on the modal variables can be
derived from the equations of motion, Equation (2.45).
d [ 0 I + [ (2.47)dt 
_
2 
-2(Q ( )T b
C 0 ] [l
where F = bu, and u is a control variable. Cd and C, correspond to the displacement
and rate sensors, respectively.
In this representation of the state equations, the A matrix for the actual system
with uncertainties in natural frequencies is given by
0  I 0 0
Q2 -2(Q A L -2Q(6Q) - () 2 -2((6Q)
(2.48)
where (6Q) = diag(6wNj).
Since a typical value of damping ratios, (j, of the space structure is in the order of
0.01, the uncertainty matrix, AA, behaves in a manner of a rank 1 matrix. This
implies loss of exact information of the uncertainties.
On the other hand, the following representation enables the uncertainty matrix
to keep rank 2. Therefore, the exact information of the uncertainties can be kept.
A= -
L Q /--(
Q I (2.49)
where /I-2 = diag( 1 - ).
Then, the actual A matrix is given by
TZ- ]2 +" -((Q)
-()QrI -(2
(2.50)
( 2-( )
The introduction of a
state equations.
new state variable vector, = Tij, gives the following new
d
y =
CA) 0
-s2~/r-¢
CdQ o ]
(2.51)
Aa = A+AA
-(Q
Q r- -(
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Table 2.2: Z-bending modes of the 4-mode free-free flexible beam
Nominal Nominal
Description Frequency Damping
[Hz] Ratio
1st mode 2.50 0.01
2nd mode 6.79 0.01
3rd mode 10.97 0.01
4th mode 12.93 0.01
Table 2.3: Z-bending
1
2
3
4
modes of the nominal 0-g model of the MACE test article
Nominal Nominal
Description Frequency Damping
[Hz] Ratio
.st Z bending 1.94 0.022
nd Z bending 10.51 0.503
rd Z bending 12.69 0.149
th Z bending 39.19 0.022
(Note) Reproduction from the reference [32]
where T is a similar transformation matrix and given by
I I
T=
- - - _ + Q Tzj
The natural frequencies and damping ratios of the four modes are shown in Ta-
ble 2.2. The natural frequencies of the first three modes reasonably correspond to
those of the first three Z-bending modes of the 0-g FE model of the MACE test article
shown in Table 2.3 [32]. All damping ratios of the sample plant system are set at
0.01, which is a typical value of this type of structural system.
Table 2.4 summarizes the configuration of the SISO plant system of the 4-mode
free-free flexible beam model. The plant has a collocated disturbance input and per-
formance output.
The Bode plots of the SISO plant system are shown in Figure 2-3. Four tall
Table 2.4: Configuration
beam
of the SISO plant system of the 4-mode free-free flexible
item 11 contents
Order of the system 8 (4 Z-bending modes)
Control input Torque about Z axis at the end node #1
Sensor output Inertial angle, q3, about Z axis at the end node #1
Disturbance input Disturbance torque about Z axis at the end node #1
(collocated at the same position of the control input)
Performance output Inertial angle, q3 , about Z axis at the end node #1
(collocated at the same position of the sensor output)
peaks and three deep valleys are observed. This is a typical property of a lightly
damping structure system. The phase is bounded between Odeg and -180deg. The
Bode plots of the plant system perturbed in the second bending mode frequency by
+20% are also shown in Figure 2-3. The first and second zeros are also affected by
the perturbation of the second bending mode, while the third zero is scarcely affected.
Figure 2-4 shows the pole-zero location of the plant system. The poles and zeros
are placed near the imaginary axis in the left of the complex plane. The pole-zero
pattern is easily identified.
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Figure 2-3: Bode plot of the 4-mode free-free flexible beam
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2.3.2 Analysis Tools
In designing compensators, designers need to have adequate analysis tools to examine
properties of the plant system and the compensators. Compensators need to be ex-
amined with respect to performance, stability, and sensitivity. In particular, a MIMO
design needs effective analysis tools, while a SISO design has mature tools such as the
Bode plot. The following introduces the analysis tools used to examine each property.
1. Performance : Frequency Responses and Performance Gain
Performance consists of two categories: nominal performance and robust per-
formance. The nominal performance of compensators can be indicated by the
comparison between frequency responses of the open loop transfer function ma-
trix from the disturbance vector, w, to the performance vector, z, and the closed
loop transfer function matrix from w to z: IGzw(jw) I and IGcjo(jw) . Note that
the subscript (.)o implies that the control contribution to the LQG cost is elim-
inated to leave only a state cost by setting Dz, = 0 in Equation (2.5).
The difference between the closed loop state cost and the open loop state
cost indicates the total performance of the compensator. This value is called
performance gain. The performance gain PG is defined as
PG = PCL - POL. (2.52)
The state costs are given by
Closed Loop State Cost : PCL = -trace Go(iw)Go(iw) dw]
= trace {Co0  0}] 1/ 2  (2.53)
Open Loop State Cost : POL = -trace J Gz~(iw)G (iw) dw
= [trace {CQ,,C }]1/2 , (2.54)
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Figure 2-5: Example of the LQG cost plot
where Q is the solution of the Lyapunov equation, Equation (2.10), and Qzw
is the solution of the following Lyapunov equation for the open loop system,
G(s)..-
AQzw + QzwA + BB T = 0 (2.55)
2. Performance : LQG cost versus off-nominal parameter plot
If an off-nominal factor can be represented with one parameter, LQG costs can
be plotted as a function of the off-nominal parameter. This LQG cost plot
provides information on robust stability and performance of the compensator.
Figure 2-5 shows an example of the LQG cost plot. The LQG costs are normal-
ized with the nominal LQG cost. The flat part of the plot around the nominal
point means that the compensator can keep its nominal performance in this
region of off-nominal parameter. The wider this flat part is, the better robust
performance the compensator has. The closed loop system is unstable for the
off-nominal parameter outside of the bucket-shaped plot.
However, the LQG cost plot shows robustness of compensators with respect
to only one off-nominal parameter. If plant systems have several off-nominal
factors, which cause a multiplier effect in degrading the closed loop systems,
other analysis methods, such as p-analysis [33, 34], need to be used.
3. Stability : Nichols Plot
The Bode plot and Nyquist plot provide information on stability and stability
margin of control systems, but can be applied to only single-input and single-
output (SISO) plant systems. However, real plant systems usually have more
than one input and output. The Nichols plot based on the Multivariable Nyquist
Criterion for stability provides information on stability of multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) control systems [35, 36].
The Multivariable Nyquist Criterion [35]
The closed loop system is stable if and only if the number of counter-
clockwise encirclements of the critical point, (-1, 0), by,
Kn(s) = -1 + det[I + Gyu(s)K(s)] s E Dr (2.56)
is equal to the number of unstable poles of GY,(s)K(s), where Dr is
the Nyquist contour.
Kf(s) is called the Multivariable Nyquist function. In the SISO case, this crite-
rion results in the conventional Nyquist Criterion for SISO control systems.
Plotting the Multivariable Nyquist function in terms of logarithmic magni-
tude versus phase allows designers to distinguish the locus of the function much
more easily. This type of plot is called the Multivariable Nichols plot or simply
the Nichols plot. Note that the Nichols plot has multiple critical points located
at a magnitude of 1 with phase of -180 ± 360ndeg, (n = 0, 1, 2,...), while the
~U- -I~ II-CI
Nyquist plot only has one critical point.
The Multivariable Nyquist Criterion needs to be modified for the Nichols
plot as follows:
The closed loop system is stable if and only if the number of left to
right passes over the critical points is equal to the number of unstable
poles G,,(s)K(s).
In the case of a stable plant and compensator, if the locus does not have passes
over the critical points, the closed loop system is stable.
4. Sensitivity : Minimum Singular Value Plot of I + Gu(jw)K(jw)
In robust control designs, it is important to identify potential destabilizing fac-
tors in a closed loop system due to perturbations. Since the Multivariable
Nyquist function depends on a determinant operator, Nichols plots cannot pro-
vide information on closed loop system's sensitivity to perturbations. A sin-
gular value plot of the sensitivity transfer function, [I + Gu(jw)K(jw)]- 1, is
one of the measures to investigate sensitivity of a system. A large maximum
singular value means that the system is sensitive to perturbations at the cor-
responding frequency. A singular value plot of I + G,,(jw)K(jw) keeps the
property of the sensitivity transfer function. A small minimum singular value
of I + Gyu(jw)K(jw) indicates high sensitivity of a system. In particular, this
plot is useful if the plots based on a nominal system and an off-nominal system
are compared directly. Differences between the plots based on a nominal system
and an off-nominal system indicate sensitivity of the closed loop system to the
off-nominal factor.
2.3.3 LQG Designs
In the sample design, the order of the state equations is eight, since four bending
modes exist. The control system has one input and one output. Consequently, there
are eight state weights, one control weight, and one disturbance weight. According
to the design strategy mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the eight state weights are set to
unity. In addition, the number of the free weights can be reduced to one by applying
the Balanced Weight Condition. The resulting weights are listed in Table 2.5. Three
design cases are examined in this section; low, middle, and high control authority
cases. Smaller control weights or smaller sensor noise intensities give higher author-
ity compensators.
The frequency responses of the compensators for these three cases are shown
in Figure 2-6. The higher authority compensator has higher gain in most of the
frequency region. This implies that higher authority compensators demand larger
control force and quicker response of actuators.
The most significant feature of the compensators for the flexible structure is
the pole-zero structure. The poles and zeros of the compensators are orderly placed
between a pole and zero of the plant. This pole-zero pattern strongly impacts on the
robust stability of the closed loop system under off-nominal conditions [37].
Figure 2-7 shows the pole-zero pattern more clearly and also indicates the move-
ment of the compensator's poles and zeros with changes of the weights. The arrows
in Figure 2-7 indicate the movement of the poles and zeros as the control authority
Table 2.5: Summary of the LQG designs for the SISO plant system of the 4-mode
free-free flexible beam
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Figure 2-6: Frequency responses of the LQG compensators and the plant system;
4-mode free-free flexible beam
is increased.
Two remarkable distinctions are identified in the movement. The first is that
some zeros ('' in Figure 2-7 ) of the low authority compensator are located in the
right half side of the complex plane, making them nonminimum phase, and move
into the left half plane with the increase of control authority. The high authority
compensator only has minimum phase zeros.
The second distinction is that the compensator's poles move to the plant's min-
imum phase zeros with the increase in control authority i.e. the decrease of the
control weight. The third pole at about 79rad/sec of the high authority compensator
is placed very close to the third plant zero. This results in pole-zero cancellation. The
LQG/LTR (Loop Transfer Recovery) method exploits this characteristic of the LQG
compensator to obtain desired closed loop dynamics [5, 6]. The relation between this
pole-zero movement and the robustness of the closed loop system is discussed later.
The pole-zero structure of the resulting closed loop system is shown in Figure 2-8.
With the separation principle of the LQG compensator, Equation (2.21) and Equa-
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Figure 2-7: Pole-zero location of the plant system and the LQG compensators
tion (2.22), the regulator poles and the filter poles are separately specified in the
figure. The regulator poles move in the negative direction parallel to the real axis
and exhibit larger damping properties with the increase of the control authority, while
the filter poles move in the opposite direction and approach the plant zeros. This
movement gives better nominal performance to the high authority compensator. The
transmission zeros of the closed loop system are placed at exactly the same positions
as the compensators' zeros.
From the frequency responses of the sensitivity transfer function shown in Fig-
ure 2-9, the higher authority compensator has better disturbance rejection and com-
mand following properties in the frequency region below 100rad/sec, while it is more
sensitive to sensor noises above 100rad/sec. Table 2.5 shows the crossover frequen-
cies of the three closed loop systems. The crossover frequency is defined here as the
frequency at which the magnitude of the complimentary transfer function crosses the
-3dB line. As the control authority increases, the crossover frequency gets higher.
This means that the higher authority compensator has wider control range in the
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Figure 2-8: Pole-zero location of the closed loop systems with the LQG compensators
frequency region, while it is more sensitive to noise at high frequency.
The frequency response of the open loop transfer functions, Gz,,(jw) , and the
closed loop transfer functions, IGco(jw)l, in Figure 2-10 indicates that the higher
authority compensator has better disturbance rejection below 100rad/sec, while the
lower authority compensator has better disturbance rejection above 100rad/sec. The
compensators lower the peaks of the open loop transfer function and make the closed
loop system less sensitive to the disturbance at the frequencies corresponding to the
peaks. The performance gains listed in Table 2.5 also indicate that the higher au-
thority compensator has better total disturbance rejection performance.
The Bode plots of the loop transfer functions of the three LQG compensators are
shown in Figure 2-11. The phase plots of the high and middle authority compensators
are bounded between +180deg in the frequency region below 100rad/sec, while the
phase plot of the low authority compensator is not bounded due to the nonminimum
phase zeros. This difference between the high and low authority compensators results
in different destabilization mechanism for off-nominal factors.
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Figure 2-9: Frequency responses of the sensitivity transfer functions and complimen-
tary transfer functions of the LQG compensators
The close-up Bode plot of the low authority compensator is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2-12 with plots of off-nominal plants which have +20% deviations in the second
bending mode natural frequency. Closer observation of the nominal plots reveals that
there are two frequencies, 35rad/sec and 62rad/sec, at which the nominal phase plot
crosses -180deg and -540deg critical phases because the nonminimum phase zeros
of the compensator are located at 34.6rad/sec and 62.4rad/sec. Moreover, these
nonminimum phase zeros locally minimize the gain plot and give good gain margins
to the closed loop system.
However, if the plant system has -20% frequency uncertainty in the second bend-
ing mode, the pole-zero pattern is broken as shown in Figure 2-13. The second plant
pole moves below the first compensator zero at 34.6rad/sec. The phase plot of the
-20% off-nominal case crosses the -180deg critical phase at 34rad/sec. The gain at
this frequency is greater than OdB due to the deviated second plant pole. Therefore,
the closed loop system is destabilized by the frequency uncertainty in the second
bending mode.
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Figure 2-10: Performance of the LQG compensators
On the other hand, if the plant has +20% frequency uncertainty in the second
bending mode, the plant second zero lies above the second compensator pole at
55.3rad/sec. This destruction of the alternating pole-zero pattern does not affect
the closed loop system stability significantly, since the second compensator pole is
located far enough from the imaginary axis. However, the movement of the second
plant pole brings about the phase crossing at 54rad/sec before the gain drops below
OdB as shown in Figure 2-12. Thus, the closed loop system is destabilized.
Figure 2-17 shows the close-up Bode plot for the high authority compensator case.
As observed in the nominal case, the alternating pole-zero pattern makes the phase
bounded between l180deg, because a pole results in 180deg phase loss but then a zero
recovers the phase loss promptly. In the high authority compensator case, however,
the compensator poles are placed near the plant zeros; all of the compensator poles
are located at slightly higher frequencies than the plant zeros as shown in Figure 2-
15. Therefore, small positive uncertainties in the plant natural frequencies easily
destroy the pole-zero pattern and destabilize the closed loop system. In the +20%
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Figure 2-11: Bode plots of the loop transfer functions of the LQG compensators
off-nominal case shown in Figure 2-17, the deviated second plant pole at 51.2rad/sec
causes 180rad/sec phase loss, and the second compensator pole successively brings
about another 180rad/sec phase loss. And then the phase plot crosses the -180deg
critical phase at 55rad/sec while the gain is greater than OdB.
On the other hand, the closed loop system can stand with relatively larger negative
uncertainties, since there is wider room between a plant pole and a lower-frequency
compensator zero.
The Nichols plots shown in Figure 2-16 provide the same observation of the desta-
bilization as the Bode plots. However, in multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO)
cases, only the Nichols plot can be used.
The control design trade-off between nominal performance and robustness is dis-
cussed in the final part of this section.
There are many trade-offs in control design, such as command following versus
sensor noise rejection. The trade-off between nominal performance and robustness
is a main trade-off in robust control design. In the sample designs, the plot of the
^~-- . ~---- -u- -I r~r*.^rrllllL*i-iuw~ur~rax---~--r*pL~
LQG cost with respect to uncertainty in the second bending mode natural frequency
shown in Figure 2-17 indicates this trade-off very well. Note that the LQG costs are
normalized by the nominal LQG cost of the low authority compensator (4.478 x 10-2).
From the LQG cost plot, the low authority compensator provides a stable region
from -18% to +16% uncertainty, while the high authority compensator provides
from -28% to +8% uncertainty. The LQG compensator loses the stable region in the
positive uncertain frequency as the control authority gets higher. Therefore, the low
authority compensator provides better robustness with respect to off-nominal factors.
However, the nominal LQG cost of the high authority compensator is half that of the
low authority compensator. This means that the high authority compensator pro-
vides better nominal performance than the low authority compensator.
Deciding which design factor, robustness or nominal performance, should be given
priority depends on model uncertainty and required performance. The problem in the
LQG design is that the compensator cannot provide a guarantee of robustness.
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2.3.4 MM Designs
The objective of the Multiple Model (MM) sample designs is to design compensators
which provide robust stability for the sample plant system with ±20% frequency un-
certainties in the second bending mode.
Two MM compensators are designed and examined. According to the design
strategy mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the low and high authority LQG compensator
are used as an initial matrix set, Aco, Bo, and C0o. Three design points are set in the
MM sample designs: a nominal design point, a negatively deviated off-nominal design
point, and a positively deviated off-nominal design point. The maximum frequency
deviation from the nominal frequency is ±20%. The cost weights, fi, are set to 0.9
for the nominal design point and 0.05 for the two off-nominal design points so that
the sum of the cost weights is 1.0.
The results of the MM designs are summarized in Table 2.6. The design case
of "MM(10%)" means a MM compensator which guarantees stability for the sample
plant system with ±10% frequency uncertainties in the second bending mode. The
design weights for the MM compensators are the same as those for the LQG compen-
sators used as the initial matrix sets.
Table 2.6: Summary of the MM designs for the SISO plant system of the 4-mode
free-free flexible beam
Design Case Weights Crossover Performance Nominal
State Control Sensor Noise Frequency Gain LQG Cost
Control Authority C, Dzu Dy,
p 0 [rad/sec] [dB]
Low : LQG 1.0 3.50 x 10-  3.5534 x 10-  91.7 -11.113 4.478 x 10-
MM(10%) 1.0 3.50 x 10- 3  3.5534 x 10- 3  92.0 -11.121 4.480 x 10- 2
MM(20%) 1.0 3.50 x 10- 3  3.5534 x 10- 3  93.0 -11.086 4.515 x 10-2
High: LQG 1.0 1.00 x 10- 3  6.4306 x 10-  175.6 -17.715 2.252 x 10-2
MM(10%) 1.0 1.00 x 10- 3 6.4306 x 10- 4  176.5 -17.719 2.257 x 10- 2
MM(20%) 1.0 1.00 x 10- 3 6.4306 x 10- 4 178.7 -17.706 2.273 x 10-2
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Figure 2-18: Performance of the low authority MM compensator
The crossover frequencies of the MM compensators listed in Table 2.6 get slightly
higher as the guaranteed uncertainty bounds are increased. However, the increment
is less than 2%. This implies that the MM design maintains the control authority of
the original compensator.
The frequency response of the open loop transfer functions, IG,,(jw)l, and the
closed loop transfer functions, IGo(jw)l, is illustrated in Figure 2-18 for the low
authority MM compensators and in Figure 2-19 for the high authority MM com-
pensators. The responses in both of the low and high authority designs are almost
the same as the response of the original LQG compensators, while there are slight
differences around 60rad/sec. Moreover, the performance gains are kept constant as
shown in Table 2.6. It can be concluded that the MM design also maintains nominal
performance of the original compensator.
Figures 2-20 and 2-21 show the movement of the compensator poles and zeros
with increases in the frequency uncertainty of the off-nominal design points. In both
of the low and high authority designs, the large movements of the second compensator
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Figure 2-19: Performance of the high authority MM compensator
pole around 55rad/sec and the second and third compensator zeros around 35rad/sec
and 62rad/sec, respectively, are noticeable. All compensator poles and zeros, except
the real zero, move away from the deviated second plant pole in the direction of the
imaginary axis.
These pole-zero movements can also be observed in the Bode plots of the nomi-
nal loop transfer functions illustrated in Figures 2-22 and 2-23. In the low authority
case in Figure 2-22, two deep valleys of the gain plot of the 20% MM compensator
at 31.8rad/sec and 63.8rad/sec, which the original LQG compensator does not have,
correspond to the two nonminimum phase zeros of the 20% MM compensator. These
nonminimum phase zeros are located near the imaginary axis and make the phase
plot cross the -180deg and -540deg critical phases more sharply.
In the high authority case in Figure 2-23, the movement of the second compen-
sator pole, which moves away from the second plant zero, brings about another deep
gain valley at 53.9rad/sec and a gain increase around 60rad/sec. Larger separation
between the second plant zero and the second pole of the 20% MM compensator
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Figure 2-20: Pole-zero location of the plant system and the low authority MM com-
pensators
provides better phase recovery around 55rad/sec than in the case of the LQG com-
pensator.
The robust stability study of the 20% MM compensator in the low authority case
is summarized in the Bode plots and the pole-zero locations illustrated in Figure 2-24
and Figure 2-25, respectively. Because the MM design introduces enough separa-
tion between a pole and a zero, the pole-zero pattern is not destroyed by the +20%
frequency uncertainties as shown in Figure 2-25. Therefore, the phase plots in the
off-nominal cases cross the critical phases with locally minimum and negative gains
provided by the compensator nonminimum phase zeros. Furthermore, the phase plot
in the +20% off-nominal case does not have the critical phase crossing at 54.0rad/sec,
which is observed in the low authority LQG compensator case in Figure 2-12. These
Bode plots imply that the 20% MM compensator stabilizes the closed loop systems
of the off-nominal plants with ±20% frequency uncertainties. Hence, the objective of
this sample design has been achieved.
Figure 2-26 and Figure 2-27 show the Bode plots and the pole-zero location in the
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Figure 2-21: Pole-zero location of the plant system and the high authority MM com-
pensators
high authority case. The phase plots in both of the off-nominal cases are bounded
between ±180deg. This implies that the closed loop systems with the perturbed plant
systems are stable. The +20% frequency deviation makes the frequency of the second
plant zero higher than that of the second compensator pole as shown in Figure 2-27,
and destroys the pole-zero pattern. Recall that the MM design moves the second
compensator pole away from the second plant zero. Because of this relatively large
separation, the phase plot in the +20% off-nominal case does not have the large phase
loss observed in the high authority LQG compensator case in Figure 2-14, and is kept
within ±180deg boundaries.
The LQG costs of both of the low and high authority cases are shown in Figure 2-
28 and Figure 2-29, respectively. The LQG costs are normalized by the nominal LQG
costs of the closed loop systems with the original LQG compensators: 4.478 x 10-2
for the low authority case; 2.252 x 10-2 for the high authority case. The 20% MM
compensators provide robust stability for the closed loop system with the off-nominal
plant which has ±20% frequency uncertainties in the second bending mode. The most
I~L~L~-L~P-~-IIII .( -Y---.~1-I- III --~LP-*
remarkable point shown in the LQG cost plots is that the stable region is expanded
without large nominal performance loss. The LQG costs of the MM compensators
are kept at the same level as the nominal LQG cost of the original LQG compensator
within the desired uncertainty region.
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2.4 Conclusions
The MM solution, which stabilizes the sample plant system with frequency uncer-
tainty in the second Z-bending mode, is obtained successfully. The results in the
LQG designs and MM designs lead to the following conclusions:
* The MM design improves the original LQG compensator by moving compen-
sator poles and zeros located near the plant poles and zeros which have off-
nominal factors in order to give a separation between them in the direction of
the real and/or imaginary axes;
* The most outstanding property of the MM design is to provide robust stability
and performance for compensators without large increases in control authority
or loss of nominal performance. In particular, the MM design is an effective
robust control design method for a plant with parametric uncertainties.
Therefore, the designs, performed in this section, conclude that the MM method is an
effective robust control design technique for space structure systems with frequency
uncertainty.
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Chapter 3
SISO Control Designs for the
4-Mode Flexible MACE Model
The MACE test article has a gimbal at each end of the connected flexible struts. The
gimbals simulate articulating sensor heads or antennas on real orbital space systems.
Those gimbal systems provide pointing and tracking. In both modes, motion of the
instruments can cause the dynamics of the plant to change in a nonlinear fashion due
to such effects as centrifugal force and geometrically nonlinear frequency shifts.
If the sensor heads or antennas swing at slow rates, the effect of centrifugal forces
can be neglected and the LQG compensators with linear estimators yield reasonably
good results [38]. However, if the equipment moves through large angles from the
nominal position, the inertia properties of the plant system can change in nonlinear
ways and the natural frequencies of the structural modes can deviate from the nomi-
nal case. This nonlinear change of the plant dynamics can destabilize the closed loop
systems which consist of linear estimators.
It is important to study the capability of a robust, time-invariant linear com-
pensator to stabilize off-nominal plants. In this chapter, the Multiple Model (MM)
method is applied to examine its capability to stabilize an off-nominal system with
nonlinear inertia property changes.
The main objective of the control design for the 4-mode flexible MACE model is
to design compensators which stabilize the SISO plant system with the following two
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off-nominal factors:
* +10% frequency uncertainties in the second Z-axis bending mode;
* +45deg primary gimbal average angles.
At first, LQG compensators are designed to examine their capability for the nonlinear
inertia properties. The MM design follows the LQG design to obtain the compensator
which has the targeted robustness for both off-nominal factors. The LQG compen-
sators are used as an initial matrix set for the MM design.
3.1 SISO Plant System
The SISO, 4-mode flexible MACE model needs to be developed before starting control
designs. The primary gimbal average angel, which causes nonlinear inertia property
changes, is considered in the model. This section presents the modeling procedure of
the SISO model and the examination of the nonlinear inertia property effects of the
SISO model caused by changes of the primary gimbal average angle.
3.1.1 Modeling
Modeling the 4-mode flexible MACE model starts with replacing the two end nodes of
the 4-mode free-free flexible beam model developed in Section 2.3.1 with two gimbals
and two smaller end nodes. The two gimbals are called the primary gimbal and the
secondary gimbal.
The gimbals are modeled with a simple pendulum, which consists of a rigid beam
and a point mass as illustrated in Figure 3-1, and is regarded as a rigid body. The
point mass is rigidly joined to one of the ends of the rigid beam. The other end of
the rigid beam is connected to the end node of the main structure of the MACE test
article. The gimbals can rotate around the connection point in Z axis freely. The
control torque acts on the gimbal at the connection point and reacts on the main
Z X
q3 ql q6 q4
End Node#1
qO i Strut#1 Stru
M Node1Node#1
q8
q9 q7 q12 q1q5 ql3
End Node#2
q16, MSG
Gimbal Sec
Figure 3-1: 4-mode flexible MACE model
structure. Because of the control torque and friction force at the connection points,
the gimbal rotational mode has mode frequency, 0.2Hz, and damping ratio, 0.4 [32].
The modeling of the primary gimbal dynamics begins with the total kinetic energy
of the primary gimbal, TPG,
2TPG = mpG + q2 + 21PG(ql cosq0o + 2 sin qo)o} + (IzpG + mpG 2G)q (3.1)
Since the potential energy of the primary gimbal on orbit can be neglected, the La-
grangian of this dynamic system consists of only the kinetic energy above. Thus, the
equations of motion of the primary gimbal are derived by using Lagrange's equations
as follows:
(IzPG + mpG lG)q + mPG PG(ql COS qo + q2 sin qo) = MPG
mpG 11 + 1pG(o cos qo - q sin gqo) = 0
mPG {q2 + PG( o sinqo + 2 cos qo) = 0
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
The translational equations have centrifugal force term generated by the rotational
motion of the gimbal. With assumption that rotation rates of the gimbal are slow,
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Table 3.1: Additional physical values of the 4-mode flexible MACE model
item symbol values
Gimbals : Mass mPG/SG 2.320 kg
Moment of Inertia (Z-axis) IzPG/SG 3.73 x 10-2 kg m 2
Moment of arm 1PG/SG 9.87 x 10-2 m
End Nodes : Mass MEj (j = 1,2) 4.742 kg
Moment of Inertia (Z-axis) IzEj (j = 1, 2) 6.412 x 10-2kg m 2
the centrifugal force term can be negligible. Therefore, the equations of motion are
linearized as
IzPG mPG 1pG mPGIPG COS qo mPG1PG sin q0
mPG1PG COS qo mPG 0
mPG1PG sin qgo 0 mPG
q
41
42
MPG
0
0
(3.5)
In the same way, the linearized equations of motion of the secondary gimbal are
derived as follows:
mSG 0 msGlsG cos q16
0 mSG msGlsG sin q16
mSGlG cos q16 mSGlsG sin q16 IzSG + sGlsG
q13
q14
416
0
= 0
MSG
(3.6)
Hence, the mass matrices of the gimbals for the equations of motion of the flexible
structure, Equation (2.38), are given by
IzPG + mpG PG
mPGIPG cosqo
mPGlPG sin qo
mSG
[mSG] = 0
mSGlsG cos q16
mPGlPG cos qo mPG1PG sin qo
mPG 0
0 mPG
0
mSG
msGlsG sin q16
[mPG] (3.7)
(3.8)
msGlsG cos q16
msGlsG sin q16
IzSG + msGlsG
Table 3.2: Nominal bending modes of the 4-mode flexible MACE model
Nominal Nominal
Description Frequency Damping
[Hz] Ratio
1st Z-bending mode 2.59 0.01
2nd Z-bending mode 7.42 0.01
3rd Z-bending mode 13.02 0.01
4th Z-bending mode 14.47 0.01
And the stiffness matrices are given by
kpG 0 0
=PG 0 0 0 (3.9)
0 00
00 0
[kSG] 0 0 0 (3.10)
0 0 kSG
The 4-mode flexible MACE model is given by following the same procedure for
the 4-mode free-free flexible beam model described in Section 2.3.1 and setting the
damping ratios of the Z-bending modes to 0.01. The additional physical values in
this modification are listed in Table 3.1. The rest of the values are the same as shown
in Table 2.1.
When the gimbals are in their nominal positions, q0 = 0 and q16 = 0, the natural
frequencies of the Z-bending modes are given as shown in Table 3.2. The natural
frequencies of the first three modes reasonably correspond to those of the first three Z-
bending modes in the 0-g FEM model of the MACE test article shown in Table 2.3 [32].
The configuration of the plant system for the SISO control designs is summarized
in Table 3.3. The disturbance input and performance output are collocated at the
control input and sensor output, respectively.
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Table 3.3: Configuration of the SISO plant system of the 4-mode flexible MACE
model
item contents
Order of the system 10 (4 Z-bending modes & primary gimbal rotational mode)
Control input Primary gimbal torque about Z axis at the end node #1
Sensor output Relative angle, qo - q3, about Z axis at the end node #1
(Encoder output)
Disturbance input Disturbance torque about Z axis at the end node #1
(collocated at the same position of the control input)
Performance output Relative angle, qo - q3 , about Z axis at the end node #1
(collocated at the same position of the sensor output)
3.1.2 Nonlinear Inertia Property Effects
Sluing the gimbals changes the geometric shape of the structure and causes nonlinear
change of the vibrational modes from their nominal values. The plant system is no
longer a linear, time-invariant system. The system matrices of the plant are functions
of the gimbal angles. They are also functions of time implicitly, because the gimbal
angles change with time.
X = A(qo, q16, t)i + B(qo, q16, t)w (3.11)
z = C(qo, q16, t) + D(qo, 16,t)w
Table 3.4 shows the pole-zero frequencies of the plant system with the primary
gimbal angles of +45deg. The second gimbal angle is set to Odeg. The table indicates
the following notable features:
* The frequency changes of the plant poles are small, because the moment arm
of the primary gimbal is short, 9.87 x 10-2 m, while the mass of the primary
gimbal is about 7% of the total mass of the MACE test article. The maximum
change of the pole frequency is about 1% in the first mode. For high authority
compensators, however, this magnitude of the pole frequency changes can be a
serious problem.
* The frequency changes of the plant zeros are larger than those of the plant
poles. From the sample designs, these zero frequency changes can destabilize
the closed loop system with linear, time-invariant compensators. The reason
of the destabilization is that the state variables are estimated with a linear
estimator in compensators while the actual states change nonlinearly.
The Bode plots and pole-zero location of the SISO plant system with +10% frequency
uncertainty changes in the second Z-bending mode are illustrated in Figures 3-2 and
3-3, respectively. The influence of the second mode frequency uncertainty is limited
to the second and third zeros. On the other hand, Figures 3-4 and 3-5 show the Bode
plots and pole-zero location of the SISO plant systems with +45deg primary gimbal
Table 3.4: Plant pole-zero frequencies with the primary gimbal angle changes
Description PG Angle = -45deg PG Angle = Odeg PG Angle = +45deg
[unit Hz] (Nominal)
Pole: 1st 2.611 1.23% 2.592 2.611 0.73%
2nd 7.423 0.06% 7.419 7.422 0.04%
3rd 13.030 0.09% 13.018 13.026 0.06%
Zero: 1st 2.449 -2.51% 2.512 2.590 3.11%
2nd 6.899 0.50% 6.865 6.893 0.41%
3rd 11.560 3.96% 11.120 10.837 -2.54%
4th 14.060 0.38% 14.007 13.980 -0.19%
angle changes. The large movements of the first and third plant zeros are clearly
observed, while the other zeros and all poles are hardly affected.
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3.2 LQG Designs
Three LQG compensators with low, middle, and high control authority are designed
and examined with respect to robustness for the nonlinear mass property. Each of
the resulting LQG compensators is used as an initial matrix set for the MM design.
The balanced condition discussed in Section 2.1.2, gives the control and distur-
bance weights as listed in Table 3.5. The LQG compensators are called low authority,
middle authority, and high authority according to their control authority.
Figure 3-6 shows the pole-zero location of the LQG compensators and the nominal
plant system. As the control authority gets higher, compensator zeros move in the
negative direction of the real axis. The low and middle authorities have two sets of
nonminimum phase zeros, while the high authority has one set of nonminimum phase
zero. Compensator poles approach the plant zeros as the control authority increases.
The frequency responses of the LQG compensators are plotted with the frequency
response of the plant system in Figure 3-7. While the high authority compensator has
higher gain throughout the whole frequency region than the low and middle authority
compensators, the pole-zero pattern discussed in the sample designs in Section 2.3 is
almost identical in all LQG compensators. Sets of a compensator pole and zero are
alternately placed with sets of a plant pole and zero. The gain behavior of the high
authority above 100rad/sec is different from that of the low and middle authorities.
This results in the wider control frequency range of the high authority compensator.
The crossover frequency of the high authority compensator is three times as large as
Table 3.5: Summary of the LQG designs for the SISO plant system of the 4-mode
flexible MACE model
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Figure 3-6: Pole-zero location of the LQG compensators and the nominal plant system
that of the low authority compensator as shown in Table 3.5.
The frequency responses of the closed loop systems from w to z plotted in
Figure 3-8 imply that the higher control authority a compensator has, the better
performance it has. Refer to Section 2.3.2 for the definition of the closed loop system
from w to z, IGdo(Jw)I. The performance gains listed in Table 3.5 also indicate the
better performance of the high authority compensator for the nominal plant.
Figure 3-9 shows LQG costs of the three LQG compensators as a function of the
frequency uncertainty or the primary gimbal angle. The LQG costs are normalized
by the nominal LQG cost of the high authority compensator case, which is listed in
Table 3.5. The outside of the "U-" or "L-" shaped plots corresponds to an unsta-
ble region. Although the high authority compensator has five times as high nominal
performance as the low authority, its stability boundaries are very narrow; only +1%
frequency uncertainty and -9deg primary gimbal angle. On the other hand, the low
authority compensator keeps robust stability for more than ±60deg primary gimbal
angle; its off-nominal LQG cost never goes up 1.2 times as high as the nominal LQG
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Figure 3-7: Frequency responses of the LQG compensators and the plant system
cost.
The Bode plots of the loop transfer function of the low authority compensator
illustrated in Figure 3-10 predict that the closed loop system of the plant with +10%
frequency uncertainty is unstable at 42rad/sec and that the closed loop system of the
plant with -10% frequency uncertainty is unstable at 43rad/sec. The destructions
of the pole-zero pattern shown in Figure 3-11 bring about these destabilizations. Be-
cause the second compensator zero is located very close to the imaginary axis, every
gain plot illustrated in Figure 3-10 has a deep valley at 45rad/sec. This results in
the destabilization of the closed loop system with frequency uncertainties.
On the other hand, the Bode plots shown in Figure 3-12 indicate that the ±45deg
primary gimbal angles do not destabilize the closed loop system. In -45deg case, the
third plant zero becomes above the third compensator pole in frequency shown in
Figure 3-13. Because the third compensator pole is located away from the imaginary
axis, the gain of the loop transfer function keeps a negative value in dB at 67rad/sec
where the phase plot crosses the -180deg critical phase.
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pole-zero pattern as illustrated in Figure 3-15. Figure 3-14 shows that these destruc-
tions of the pole-zero pattern make the phase in both cases beyond the -180deg
boundary around 4rad/sec with positive gain in dB). In the -10frequency frequency un-
certainty case, however, the gain keeps positive values in dB until the phase comes
above -180deg again. Therefore, the closed loop system with -10o frequency un-
certainty is stable, while the closed loop system with +10% frequency uncertainty is
unstable.
The closed loop system with -45deg primary gimbal average angle is unstable
from the Bode plots illustrated in Figure 3-16. As the primary gimbal turns in the
negative direction, the frequency of the third plant zero increases and becomes above
that of the third compensator pole. Because the poles of the high authority compen-
sator are located very close to the plant zero as shown in Figure 3-17, small degree
of the pole-zero pattern destruction easily destabilizes the closed loop system.
of the pole-zero pattern destruction easily destabilizes the closed loop system.
To examine the stability robustness of the closed loop system with the low and
high authority LQG compensators, LQG costs of the closed loop system are plotted
in Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 as a function of frequency uncertainties in the second
Z-bending mode and primary gimbal angles. The LQG costs are normalized by the
nominal LQG costs listed in Table 3.5. In both figures, the outside of the contours,
which corresponds to the flat surfaces in the 3-dimensional view, indicates unstable
region of the closed loop system.
The LQG cost plot in the case of the low authority compensator has wider flat re-
gion around the nominal point. This implies that the low authority compensator has
better robustness especially for the changes of the primary gimbal angle. The closed
loop system is stable from -2.5% to +5% frequency uncertainty region at nominal
primary gimbal angle, Odeg.
In the case of the high authority LQG compensator, however, the unstable region
is eccentric and close to the nominal point. The closed loop system withstands only
+1% frequency uncertainty and -9deg primary gimbal angle. The closed system is
stable and fairly robust for negative frequency uncertainty and positive primary gim-
bal angel, but this feature is not practical.
Both LQG compensators do not satisfy the design requirements, stability guaran-
tee for ±10% frequency uncertainty and ±45deg primary gimbal average angle. To
meet the requirements, the compensators need to be modified by using robust control
design techniques.
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3.3 MM Designs
The LQG designs in the Section 3.2 concludes that the LQG method cannot satisfy
the design requirements, stability guarantee for +10% frequency uncertainty in the
second bending mode and ±45deg primary gimbal average angle. The Multiple Model
(MM) method is applied to gain robust stability for the frequency uncertainty and
the primary gimbal average angle.
The high authority LQG compensator is modified with the MM method, because
it has the eccentric stable region around the nominal point and low robustness per-
formance.
To expand the stable region of the closed loop system using the MM method,
two steps need to be carried out, because there are two types of off-nominal factors:
frequency uncertainty and primary gimbal average angle. In both design steps, the
design strategy mentioned in Section 2.2.2, except for the initial matrix set for the
second step, is followed. The resulting MM compensator in the first step is used as
the initial matrix set for the second step.
In this design, the MM compensator which guarantees stability for the frequency
uncertainty is designed in the first step, and then the MM compensator which guaran-
tees stability for both off-nominal factors is designed in the second step. The former
is called the FU-MM compensator and the latter the FU&PG-MM compensator for
convenience.
The results of the MM designs are summarized in Table 3.6 in advance. The
Table 3.6: Summary of the MM designs for the SISO plant system of the 4-mode
flexible MACE
Design Case Weights Crossover Performance Nominal
State Control Sensor Noise Frequency Gain LQG Cost
Cz Dzu DyW,
p 0 [rad/sec] [dB]
LQG(High) 1.0 1.0 x 10- 1.0 x 10- 334.8 -53.443 4.186 x 10-
MM:FU 1.0 1.0 x 10-  1.0 x 10-  335.7 -53.369 4.192 x 10-2
MM:FU&PG 1.0 1.0 x 10- 3  1.0 x 10- 3 336.2 -53.317 4.224 x 10-2
(Note) FU:+10% Frequency Uncertainty guarantee,
PG:+45deg Primary Gimbal average angle guarantee.
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Figure 3-20: Pole-zero location of the MM compensators and the nominal plant sys-
tem
crossover frequency, performance gain, and nominal LQG cost keep almost constant.
This implies that the MM method provides robust stability for multiple off-nominal
factors without loss of nominal performance.
Figure 3-20 shows the movement of the compensator poles and zeros. All com-
pensator zeros move away from the plant zeros in the negative direction of the real
axis. In the robustness improvement from the LQG to FU-MM, the movements of
second compensator pole and zero are remarkable, because the frequency uncertainty
of the plant second pole is the main off-nominal factor in this design step. This sec-
ond pole-zero movement desensitizes the closed loop system to the destruction of the
pole-zero pattern.
In the robustness improvement from the FU-MM to The FU&PG-MM, the first
and third pole-zero locations are significantly changed. These movements relate to
the movements of the first and third plant zeros which are stimulated by the second
off-nominal factor, i.e. the primary gimbal average angle. The FU&PG-MM com-
pensator does not have a nonminimum phase zero.
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Another interesting point of the pole-zero location is the movement of the second
compensator pole and zero. In the first design step, the second compensator pole
moves in the negative direction of the real axis. This movement provides larger sepa-
ration between the second plant zero and the second compensator pole itself. In the
second design step, however, the second compensator pole moves back in the positive
direction of the real axis. The second compensator zero also moves in the same way.
Obviously, the two design requirements are contrary to each other with respect to the
location of the second compensator pole and zero.
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3.3.1 FU-MM compensator
As the first step of the MM design, the compensator which guarantees stability for the
frequency uncertainty in the second bending mode is designed through expanding the
stable region of the LQG compensator in the direction of the frequency uncertainty.
The high authority LQG compensator designed in Section 3.2 is used as the initial
matrix set.
Three design points are set in the first design step: the nominal design point and
two off-nominal design points which are deviated from the nominal design point in
the positive and negative directions of the frequency uncertainty. The magnitude
of the deviation is gradually enlarged from 1% to 10% in the MM design process.
The closed loop system with the high authority LQG compensator used as the initial
matrix set is stable for ±1% frequency uncertainty. The cost weights, /i, are set to
0.9 for the nominal design point and 0.05 for both off-nominal design points.
In Figure 3-21, the frequency response of the FU-MM compensator is plotted
with that of the high authority LQG compensator. The only notable difference be-
tween the LQG compensator and FU-MM compensator is gain decrease at 43rad/sec,
which corresponds to the frequency of the second compensator zero. This gain de-
crease contributes to the desensitization of the closed loop system to disturbance in
that frequency range, which is observed in Figure 3-22. However, due to the slight
degradation of performance below 40rad/sec, the performance gain of the FU-MM
compensator is almost the same as that of the original LQG compensator listed in
Table 3.6.
The Bode plot of the loop transfer function in Figure 3-23 implies that the FU-MM
compensator has stability robustness for the ±10 frequency uncertainty in the second
bending mode. The phase of the +10% case comes below -180deg at 42rad/sec but
recovers at 43rad/sec before the gain becomes negative values in dB. Therefore, one
of the design requirements is satisfied by the FU-MM compensator.
As shown in Figure 3-25, however, the Bode plot of the loop transfer function with
the plant disturbed by the primary gimbal average angle indicates that the second
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requirement is not satisfied yet. The third plant zero deviated by the -45deg primary
gimbal average angle comes above the third compensator pole in the frequency di-
rection as illustrated in Figure 3-26. This zero movement destabilizes the closed loop
system at 69rad/sec. Because of the third compensator zero, which is located near
the imaginary axis at 74rad/sec, every gain plot has a deep valley at that frequency.
This zero location significantly relates to the destabilization of the closed loop system.
The LQG cost illustrated in Figure 3-27 implies that the MM method effectively
expands the stability region of the compensator in the direction of the frequency un-
certainty. The FU-MM compensator provides good performance within the region
between the two off-nominal design points at +10% frequency uncertainties. The
degree of the performance degradation for ±10% frequency uncertainty remains less
than 20%. This plot also indicates that the closed loop system becomes unstable for
the off-nominal plant system with -12deg primary gimbal angle.
The next design step needs to be carried out to expand the stability region of the
compensator in the direction of the other off-nominal factor, i.e. the primary gimbal
average angle.
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3.3.2 FU&PG-MM compensator
To satisfy the two design requirements, the robust stability of the FU-MM compen-
sator for the primary gimbal average angle has to be improved. With the use of the
MM method, the stable region is expanded in the direction of the other off-nominal
factor, the primary gimbal average angle, without losing the robust stability for the
frequency uncertainty.
Two more off-nominal design points need to be added in the second step of the
MM design. Thus, there are five design points in total: the nominal design point,
two off-nominal design points deviated in the positive and negative directions of the
frequency uncertainty, and two new off-nominal design points deviated in the positive
and negative directions of the primary gimbal angle. The primary gimbal angle of
the off-nominal design points is gradually increased from 12deg to 45deg in the MM
design process.
The FU-MM compensator designed in Section 3.3.1 is used as the initial matrix
set in the second design step. Since the closed loop system with the FU-MM compen-
sator is stable for ±l2deg primary gimbal average angle, the first set of off nominal
design points is chosen at l12deg primary gimbal angle. The cost weights, /i, are set
to 0.3 for the nominal design point and two off nominal design points of the primary
gimbal average angle, and 0.05 for the two off-nominal design points of the frequency
uncertainty. Thus, an resulting compensator can be expected to have good robust
performance for large primary gimbal average angle which is equivalent to the nomi-
nal performance.
The frequency response of the FU&PG-MM compensator is plotted with the fre-
quency responses of the LQG and FU-MM compensators in Figure 3-28. The fre-
quency increase of the second peak around 70rad/sec and the gain increase around
75rad/sec can be identified. These changes relate to the movement of the third com-
pensator pole and zero observed in Figure 3-20 shown at the beginning of this section.
The FU&PG-MM compensator significantly desensitizes the closed loop system
around 70rad/sec as shown in Figure 3-29. However, the performance gain of FU&PG-
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MM compensator is almost the same as the performance gains of the original LQG and
FU-MM compensators listed in Table 3.6, because of the further performance degra-
dation between 30rad/sec and 40rad/sec and the degradation around 60rad/sec.
The Bode plots of the loop transfer functions shown in Figure 3-30 and Figure 3-
32 imply that the FU&PG-MM compensator provides stability robustness for the
two off-nominal factors, and the design requirements are satisfied. While the pole-
zero pattern is disordered by the off-nominal factors as observed in Figure 3-31 and
Figure 3-33, the expanded distances in damping ratio direction between the poles
and zeros keep the phase of the loop transfer functions bounded between Odeg and
- 180deg.
LQG cost of the closed loop system with the FU&PG-MM compensator illus-
trated in Figure 3-34 indicates the MM method expands the stable region around the
nominal point, which includes the four off-nominal design points, ±10% frequency
uncertainties in the second bending mode and +45deg primary gimbal angle. Fur-
thermore, the MM method provides excellent robust performance within the required
off-nominal region. The performance degradation is kept less than 5% within the
entire region around all design points.
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3.4 Conclusions
The MM solution, which stabilizes the SISO MACE plant system with two off-nominal
factors, is obtained successfully in this control design. The most outstanding feature
of the MM method is to enhance robust stability and robust performance of compen-
sators with small losses of nominal performance.
Figure 3-35 shows this valuable feature very well. The LQG costs of the closed
loop system with the LQG, FU-MM, and FU&PG-MM compensators are plotted as
functions of frequency uncertainty or primary gimbal angle. Note that the LQG costs
are normalized with the nominal LQG cost of the LQG compensator (4.186 x 10-2).
The plot indicates that the two MM compensators provide robust stability for the tar-
geted off-nominal deviations, the +10% frequency uncertainty and ±45deg primary
gimbal average angle, and robust performance. The degradation of performance is
less than 5% within the desired off nominal region. Furthermore, the nominal LQG
cost of the FU&PG-MM compensator exceeds that of the LQG compensator by only
0.9%. This implies that both compensators have almost the same nominal perfor-
mance.
Therefore, the designs made in this section conclude that the MM method is an
excellent robust control design technique for plant systems with multiple parameter-
ized off-nominal factors. However, control designers have to be aware of the drawback
of the MM method, the large computational load.
There are some factors which increase the computational load in the MM method.
At first, a numerical optimization method has to be adopted to find the optimal MM
solution, because there is no analytical equation which gives the MM solution. In any
numerical optimization method, several iterative calculations must be performed to
find a converged solution. Secondly, because targeted off-nominal design points are
usually outside of the stable region of the original compensator, several intermediate
design steps need to be set. In each design step, the deviation of the off-nominal
design points from the nominal is increased. Thirdly, because the number of the vari-
ables in the optimization calculation is large and the LQG cost is a highly nonlinear
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function, the numerical calculation is very sensitive. Therefore, the increment of the
deviation in each design step has to be small enough to prevent numerical instability
in the optimization calculation. Finally, if plant systems have multiple types of off-
nominal factors, outer design steps need to be set. The number of outer design steps
is the same as that of off-nominal factors.
In the MM design in this chapter, for instance, two outer design steps are set,
since there are two types of off-nominal factors. In each outer design step, nine in-
ner design steps for the frequency uncertainty and seven inner design steps for the
primary gimbal average angle are set to reach the targeted off-nominal deviations.
In each inner design step, more than 100 iterative calculations need to be performed
before finding the optimal solution.
Fortunately, the recent development of control design tools, such as MATLAB [39],
allows designers to adopt the MM method as a practical robust design technique.
Another matter to be attended to is to find local minimum points instead of a real
minimum point. This is a general problem in optimization of a multivariable func-
tion. While local minimum solutions guarantee stability for designated off-nominal
design points, they bring about worse robust performance than that of a real optimal
solution and a wasteful degradation of a nominal performance.
To avoid capturing local minimum solutions, more than one initial guesses should
be examined. If every initial guess gives the same solution, the solution is the most
likely optimal solution. Another measure for the local minimum problem is the
method of progressively moving the off-nominal design points, which is used in the
designs in this section. Because LQG solutions used as an initial guess are a opti-
mum solution, a MM solution for off-nominal design points with a small increment of
deviation is not significantly different from the original LQG solution or the previous
MM solutions. Plots of the weighted sum of the LQG costs and the nominal LQG
cost shown in Figure 3-36 are helpful to avoid obtaining local minima. Both values in
the FU-MM and FU&PG-MM designs vary smoothly. Therefore, the MM solutions
obtained in this section are likely optimal solutions.
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Chapter 4
MIMO Control Designs for the
4-Mode Flexible MACE Model
In the previous chapter, robust compensators for the SISO plant system of the 4-mode
flexible MACE model are successfully obtained. The MM technique demonstrates
that it effectively expands the stability bounds of the LQG compensators which are
used as an initial compensator in an optimization calculation. The control input,
disturbance input, sensor output, and performance output are collocated at the same
position in the SISO problem.
In real design problems, however, inputs and outputs are more than one and they
are not collocated. In particular, disturbance inputs are located at different places
from those of sensor and performance outputs. Future space systems, such as space
stations and space platforms, have multiple missions and a complicated bus system.
Many kinds of mission systems including movable devices are equipped to the space
systems and can be a disturbance source for each other. The control designers for the
future space systems are faced with a MIMO problem.
The MACE test article is designed as a typical future space system and has seven
actuators and nine sensors. The secondary gimbal can simulate an uncollocated
disturbance source. In this chapter, the MIMO problem for the 4-mode flexible MACE
model is dealt with as a more realistic design problem.
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4.1 MIMO Problem
This section presents the MIMO problem for the 4-mode flexible MACE model. At
first, the MIMO model and two off-nominal factors are defined. The two off-nominal
factors are frequency uncertainty in all Z-axis bending modes and primary gimbal
average angle. Secondly, the effects of the off-nominal factors on the MIMO model
are examined. Finally, the design strategy in the MIMO problem follows the model
definition.
4.1.1 MIMO Plant System
The 4-mode flexible MACE model, which is developed in Section 3.1, simulates the
X-Y plane dynamics of the MACE test article. This model has three actuators and
three sensors; the former is the primary and secondary gimbals and the reaction wheel,
and the latter, two inertial rate gyros and one encoder. The secondary gimbal acts as
a disturbance source, which is located at a different place from the other inputs and
outputs. Figure 4-1 illustrates the MIMO plant system of the 4-mode flexible MACE
model, and Table 4.1 summarizes the configuration of the MIMO plant system.
The objective in the MIMO problem is to design compensators to control the
attitude of the entire body and the primary gimbal position in a large angle tracking
mode in the presence of the disturbance produced by the secondary gimbal. The
design requirement for the compensators is to obtain guaranteed robustness for the
following two off-nominal factors:
* ±2.5% frequency uncertainties in all Z-axis bending modes;
* +45deg primary gimbal average angles.
The MIMO plant has the same four Z-axis bending modes as the SISO system
listed in Table 4.2. The influence of the off-nominal factors on the MIMO system can
be observed in the singular value plots of the plant system illustrated in Figures 4-
2 and 4-3. Because of the constant percentage in the frequency uncertainty for all
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Figure 4-1: MIMO plant system of the 4-mode flexible MACE model
modes, the higher Z-axis bending mode has a larger frequency deviation as shown
in Figure 4-2. On the other hand, Figure 4-3 indicates that changes of the primary
gimbal angle mainly influence the first mode at 2.6Hz. In particular, the plant system
is more sensitive to the negative primary gimbal angle change.
From both plots, the two off-nominal factors differently affect the MIMO plant.
Therefore, it is meaningful to set off-nominal design points with respect to both off-
nominal factors.
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Table 4.1: Configuration of the MIMO plant system of the 4-mode flexible MACE
model
item contents
Order of the system 1 10 (4 Z-bending modes & primary gimbal rotational mode)
Control input Primary gimbal torque about Z axis at the end node #1
Reaction wheel torque about Z axis at the center node
Sensor output Relative angle, qo - q3, about Z axis at the end node
(Encoder output)
Inertial angle of the primary gimbal's payload, q0, about
Z axis at the end node #1 (Rate gyro output)
Inertial angle of the center node, q9 , about Z axis
(Rate gyro output)
Disturbance input Secondary gimbal's disturbance torque about Z axis
at the end node #2
(uncollocated at the positions of the control inputs)
Performance output Inertial angle of the primary gimbal's payload, q0 , about
Z axis at the end node #1
(collocated at the same position of the sensor output)
Inertial angle of the center node, q9 , about Z axis
(collocated at the same position of the sensor output)
Table 4.2: Nominal bending modes of the 4-mode flexible MACE model
Nominal Nominal
Description Frequency Damping
[Hz] Ratio
1st Z-bending mode 2.59 0.01
2nd Z-bending mode 7.42 0.01
3rd Z-bending mode 13.02 0.01
4th Z-bending mode 14.47 0.01
(Note) Reproduction of Table 3.2 in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 4-2: Singular value plots of the transfer matrix from the control inputs to the
sensor outputs of the MIMO plant with the frequency uncertainty changes
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Figure 4-3: Singular value plots of the transfer matrix from the control inputs to the
sensor outputs of the MIMO plant with the primary gimbal angle changes
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4.1.2 Design Strategy
The same design procedure as that of the SISO design in Chapter 3 is followed in the
MIMO design. LQG compensators, which have different levels of control authority,
are designed at first and are used as an initial matrix set for the following MM de-
signs.
While the number of the state variables in the MIMO plant is the same as that
in the SISO plant, the MIMO plant has two control outputs and three sensor in-
puts. Thus, the number of control weights is doubled and the number of sensor noise
weights is tripled. Tuning those weights to obtain high performance compensators
is a very important procedure in LQG design. However, the main objective of this
study is to demonstrate the effectiveness of MM designs. Therefore, scalar weights, p
and 0 introduced by Equations (2.25) and (2.26) in Section 2.1.1, are adopted in the
MIMO design.
The MM designs are divided into two design series; FU-MM designs and FU&PG-
MM designs. FU-MM compensators guarantee robust stability for the off-nominal
factor of frequency uncertainty, while FU&PG-MM compensators guarantee robust
stability for both of the off-nominal factors of frequency uncertainty and primary
gimbal average angle. Therefore, three design points and five design points are des-
ignated in the two design series, respectively.
The basic strategy of setting cost weights, /i, is that performance robustness takes
precedence with respect to the primary gimbal average angle, while stability robust-
ness takes precedence with respect to the frequency uncertainty. This is because high
performance is demanded at any primary gimbal average angle, while stability is re-
quired at least within the designated frequency uncertainty region. Therefore, the
cost weights are set as follows in each design series: 0.9 for the nominal design point
and 0.05 for the two off-nominal design points with respect to frequency uncertainty
in the FU-MM designs; 0.3 for the nominal point and two off-nominal points with
respect to primary gimbal average angle and 0.05 for the two off-nominal points with
respect to frequency uncertainty in the FU&PG-MM designs. These cost weights
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allow us to expect that a resulting MM compensator keeps equivalent performance
for +45deg primary gimbal average angle.
In the MM designs, the progressive method, in which the off-nominal design points
are expanded in each design step, is adopted. The MM designs start with the LQG
compensators obtained in advance. Although there is no guarantee to obtain the
global minimum point, the progressive method is useful in reducing the possibility of
capturing local minimum points.
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4.2 LQG Designs
Three LQG compensators are designed and examined in this section. They are called
low authority, middle authority, and high authority. By setting a control weight, p,
and using the Balanced Weight Condition introduced in Section 2.1.2, a sensor noise
weight, 0, is uniquely determined. The resulting balanced weights are listed in Ta-
ble 4.3 with performance gains and nominal LQG costs. The LQG technique easily
gives compensators with high nominal performance.
The singular values of the LQG compensators are plotted in Figure 4-4. The
higher the control authority is, the higher gains it has in the entire frequency region.
In particular, the gains of the high authority compensator above 100rad/sec are con-
siderably higher than the others. The performance plots illustrated in Figure 4-5
indicate that the performance of the high authority compensator below 100rad/sec is
improved from that of the low authority compensator by 40dB, while the performance
above 200rad/sec is lower than the low authority compensator's. This is because the
frequencies of all modes of the plant are below 100rad/sec. However, the net result
is that the performance of the high authority compensator is better than that of the
low authority compensator by 16dB, as listed in Table 4.3.
The LQG cost plots as a function of frequency uncertainty or primary gimbal
angle, illustrated in Figure 4-6, reveal that the high authority compensator has poor
robustness for positive frequency uncertainty, while it has excellent nominal perfor-
mance. Note that the LQG costs are normalized by the nominal LQG cost of the
high authority compensator. The stability boundaries for both off-nominal factors are
Table 4.3: Summary of the LQG designs for the MIMO, 4-mode flexible MACE model
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Figure 4-4: Singular value plots of the LQG compensators and the plant system
listed in Table 4.4. The three LQG compensators do not satisfy the design require-
ment; robust stability for ±2.5% frequency uncertainty and ±45deg primary gimbal
average angle.
The LQG costs as a function of both off-nominal factors are illustrated in Fig-
ures 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9. These plots show the compensator's robust stability and
performance for the combination of the two off-nominal factors. Note that the outer-
most contour in the two-dimensional plots corresponds to the boundary of the stable
region, and that the flat surfaces in the three-dimensional plots roughly correspond
to the unstable region.
These plots reveal that the stability boundary in the positive side of the frequency
uncertainty comes close to the nominal design point as the control authority is in-
creased, while the stable region in the negative side of the frequency uncertainty
becomes wider. This is because, as observed in the SISO designs in Section 3.2 (Fig-
ure 3-6), all compensator poles and zeros are located between a corresponding plant
zero and pole, and approach plant zeros from higher frequency side as the control
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Figure 4-5: Performance of the LQG compensators
authority is increased. However, these poles and zeros keep their pattern in the
frequency direction: plant zero-compensator pole-compensator zero-plant pole from
lower frequency to higher frequency. Therefore, the higher authority LQG compen-
sator has smaller frequency separation between a compensator pole and a plant zero,
while it has larger frequency separation between a compensator zero and a plant pole.
The smaller positive frequency uncertainty destabilizes the closed loop system with
the higher authority compensator, while the system can endure the larger negative
frequency uncertainty.
Although the plots in Figures 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9 show that the higher authority
LQG compensator has wider stability region, the stability region of the higher au-
thority compensator extends eccentrically in the negative direction of the frequency
uncertainty. And the higher authority compensator's performance robust region in
which the normalized LQG cost is less than two is narrower. Note that performance
robust region indicates a region where performance is insensitive to off-nominal pa-
rameter variations. These imply that the higher authority compensator has poorer
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Table 4.4: Stability boundaries of the LQG compensators
robust performance.
In all LQG design cases, one or two targeted design points are outside of the
stability region. Therefore, the robustness of the LQG compensators need to be im-
proved by the MM technique to achieve the design requirements.
Since the plant in this design is a MIMO system, the Bode plot cannot be used
to examine stability. Instead, the Nichols plot based on the Multivariable Nyquist
Criterion and the sensitivity plot introduced in Section 2.3.2 indicate stability and
sensitivity information. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show the Nichols plots in the case of
the high authority compensator. Since this compensator has two sets of unstable
poles, the closed loop system is stable if the number of left to right passes over the
critical points is two. Notice that the plant system only has stable poles.
The top plot in Figure 4-10 shows the Nichols plot of the nominal case which
has two left-to-right passes over the critical points. This implies that the nominal
closed loop system is stable. However, the middle plot in Figure 4-10, which shows
the Nichols plot in the case of +2.5% frequency uncertainty in all modes, indicates
that the closed loop system is unstable because there is only one left-to-right pass.
In fact, the closed loop system has an unstable pole at 83rad/sec. The Nichols plot
between 80rad/sec and 90rad/sec, which is emphasized in Figure 4-10, passes under
the critical point. This relates to the unstable closed loop pole at 83rad/sec.
In general, however, it is difficult to predict sensitivity of stability from the Nichols
plot. For example, The Nichols plot between 80rad/sec and 90rad/sec in the nom-
inal case is not the nearest to the critical point in Figure 4-10. The sensitivity plot
supplements this defect of the Nichols plot. Note that the sensitivity plot means a
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minimum singular value plot of I + GY,(jw) K(jw).
Figure 4-12 shows the sensitivity plots of the nominal case and two off-nominal
cases: +1.0% frequency uncertainty case; -30deg primary gimbal angle case. The
closed loop system is stable in both off-nominal cases. In +1.0% frequency uncer-
tainty case, the upper plot in Figure 4-12, there is a large difference between the
nominal and off-nominal plots around 80rad/sec. This difference implies that the
closed loop system is sensitive to the frequency uncertainty and can be destabilized
at that frequency by the frequency uncertainty. In the same way, in -30deg primary
gimbal angle case, the lower plot in Figure 4-12, a large difference between the nom-
inal and off-nominal plots is observed around 15rad/sec. This also implies that the
closed loop system is sensitive to the primary gimbal angle change at that frequency.
These observations correspond with the Nichols plots in Figures 4-10 and 4-11.
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of the LQG costs of the LQG compensators
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LQG cost as a function of Primary Gimbal angle
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Figure 4-7: LQG cost of the closed loop system with the low authority LQG com-
pensator
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Figure 4-8: LQG cost of the closed loop system with the middle authority LQG
compensator
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Figure 4-9: LQG cost of the closed loop system with the high authority LQG com-
pensator
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Figure 4-11: Nichols plot : High authority LQG compensator and the plant system
perturbed by primary gimbal average angle
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4.3 MM Designs
As performed in the previous section, the LQG technique provides compensators for
the MIMO plant system with ease. Although the LQG compensators have excellent
nominal performance, their robustness for the off-nominal factors defined in the be-
ginning of this chapter is poor and does not meet the design requirement. In this
section, the LQG compensators are modified with the MM technique to satisfy the
design requirement.
Since all targeted design points do not lie inside of the stable region of the LQG
compensator, intermediate design points need to be set. As described in Section 4.1.2,
the progressive method is applied in order to obtain FU-MM compensators at first
which guarantee robust stability for frequency uncertainty in all Z-bending modes,
and then FU&PG-MM compensators which guarantee both off-nominal factors.
The design results are summarized in Table 4.5. The same weights as the LQG
designs are used for each level of control authority. The performance gain, which
indicates a difference of the state cost between the open loop system and the closed
loop system, is degraded in all MM compensators, However, the degradation is 1.2dB
at worst in the high authority case. Although the difference of the nominal LQG cost
between the LQG compensator and the FU&PG-MM compensator is more noticeable
in the higher control authority case as shown in Figure 4-13, the loss of the nominal
LQG cost is only 16% in the high authority case. Considering the improvement in
robustness, this loss is a reasonable sacrifice.
In the following subsections, the MM designs in the low and high control authority
cases are discussed and compared.
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Table 4.5: Summary of the MM designs for the MIMO, 4-mode flexible MACE model
Design Case Weights Performance Nominal
State Control Sensor Noise Gain LQG Cost
Cz Dzu DYW
p 0 [dB]
Low LQG 1.0 3.50 x 10 -  2.9875 x 10 -  -37.685 4.863 x 10 -
Low FU-MM 1.0 3.50 x 10-  2.9875 x 10-  -37.656 4.878 x 10-2
Low FU&PG-MM 1.0 3.50 x 10- 3  2.9875 x 10- 3  -37.388 4.947 x 10-2
Mid. LQG 1.0 1.00 x 10- 1.5169 x 10- -42.040 2.936 x 10-
Mid. FU-MM 1.0 1.00 x 10-  1.5169 x 10- 3  -42.003 2.947 x 10- 2
Mid. FU&PG-MM 1.0 1.00 x 10- 3  1.5169 x 10- 3  -41.700 3.013 x 10-2
High LQG 1.0 1.00 x 10- 3.5024 x 10- -53.889 7.882 x 10-
High FU-MM 1.0 1.00 x 10-  3.5024 x 10-  -53.657 8.064 x 10-
High FU&PG-MM 1.0 1.00 x 10- 4  3.5024 x 10- 4  -52.672 9.147 x 10- 3
(Note) FU:±2.5% Frequency Uncertainty guarantee,
PG:±45deg Primary Gimbal average angle guarantee.
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Figure 4-13: Changes of the nominal LQG cost as a function of the control authority
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4.3.1 Low Authority MM Compensators
The low authority FU&PG-MM compensator is found by modifying the low authority
LQG compensator. The FU-MM compensator is obtained as an intermediate com-
pensator to guarantee robust stability for frequency uncertainty.
The singular values of those MM compensators are plotted in Figure 4-14 with
the singular values of the low authority LQG compensator. Two differences between
the FU&PG-MM compensator and the other compensators are identified: the max-
imum singular values of the FU&PG-MM compensator below lOrad/sec are lower
than those of the others by 5dB; the FU&PG-MM compensator has a tall peak at
16rad/sec, which corresponds to the frequency of the first bending mode. The latter
difference is meaningful, because the off-nominal factor of primary gimbal average
angle, which is dealt with in the FU&PG-MM design, mainly influences the first
bending mode of the plant system as discussed in Section 4.1.1.
As illustrated in Figure 4-15, the performance of the FU&PG-MM compensator
around 16rad/sec is improved, while the performance below lO0rad/sec is degraded
by 5dB. Because of the performance improvement above 100rad/sec, the perfor-
mance gain decreases by only 0.3dB between the original LQG compensator and the
FU&PG-MM compensator as listed in Table 4.5.
The stability boundaries of the MM compensators are listed in Table 4.6. Both
low authority FU-MM and FU&PG-MM compensators satisfy the design requirement
of robust stability. The achieved stability boundaries for both low authority MM
compensators significantly exceed the targeted off-nominal design points, ±2.5% fre-
Table 4.6: Stability boundaries of the low authority MM compensators
Design Case Frequency Uncertainty Primary Gimbal Angle
[%] [deg]
lower upper lower upper
Low LQG -2.40 4.80 -42.0 > 60.0
Low FU-MM -5.60 10.80 < -60.0 > 60.0
Low FU&PG-MM -13.60 12.40 < -60.0 > 60.0
(Note) FU:±2.5% Frequency Uncertainty guarantee,
PG:±45deg Primary Gimbal average angle guarantee.
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Figure 4-14: Singular value plots of the low authority MM compensators and the
plant system
quency uncertainty and ±45deg primary gimbal average angle. The stability bound-
ary of the FU-MM compensator for the frequency uncertainty is two times as large
as the targeted. This conservatism becomes larger in the FU&PG-MM compensator;
the FU&PG-MM's stability boundary for the frequency uncertainty is four times as
large as the targeted. These can be observed in the LQG cost plots as a function of
the frequency uncertainty in all modes or the primary gimbal angle in Figure 4-16.
The plots show that both low authority MM compensators provide high robust per-
formance for both targeted off-nominal points as well as robust stability.
This conservatism can be reduced by decreasing the cost weights, i, on the
off-nominal design points. In this design case, however, the extreme robustness of
the FU&PG-MM compensator is obtained with only 2% nominal performance loss.
Therefore, taking the small loss of nominal performance into consideration, this con-
servatism is not a serious problem. This indicates that the effectiveness of the MM
technique.
Another interesting feature in Figure 4-16 is that the LQG cost of the off-nominal
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Figure 4-15: Performance of the low authority MM compensators
system with large primary gimbal average angle is lower than the nominal LQG cost.
This implies that the plant system with these particular primary gimbal configura-
tions is easier to be controlled than the nominal configuration.
The LQG costs illustrated in Figure 4-17 implies that the stable region of the
low authority FU-MM compensator is significantly expanded in both the direction of
frequency uncertainty and primary gimbal angle, in contrast with the plot of the low
authority LQG compensator shown in Figure 4-7. Although the FU-MM compen-
sator was not designed with consideration of the second off-nominal factor, i.e. the
primary gimbal average angle, all four targeted off-nominal design points come inside
of the stable region. The performance degradation at all off-nominal design points is
below 20%. The requirement established at the beginning of this design is satisfied
with the FU-MM compensator. As shown in Figure 4-18, however, by performing
the next MM design step to obtain the FU&PG-MM compensator, the robust per-
formance with respect to the primary gimbal average angle is greatly improved with
only 2% loss in nominal performance. The regions in which the normalized LQG cost
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is below one can be found along the 0% frequency uncertainty line. Two off-nominal
design points for the primary gimbal average angle are located in these regions.
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Figure 4-16: Comparison of the LQG costs of the low authority MM compensators
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Figure 4-17: LQG cost of the closed loop system with the low authority FU-MM
compensator
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Figure 4-18: LQG cost of the closed loop system with the low authority FU&PG-MM
compensator
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4.3.2 High Authority MM Compensators
In the higher control authority case, the high authority LQG compensator obtained
in Section 4.2 is modified to guarantee the stability robustness for the two off-nominal
factors. The singular values of the resulting MM compensators are plotted in Figure 4-
19. A tall peak appears at 78rad/sec in the plot of the FU-MM compensator and
moves to 84rad/sec in the plot of the FU&PG-MM compensator. This frequency re-
gion corresponds to the frequency of the third nominal Z-bending mode, 81.8rad/sec.
Another noticeable feature in the singular value plots is that the FU&PG-MM's maxi-
mum singular values around 17rad/sec are kept low, while the values at other frequen-
cies become higher. This frequency region corresponds to the frequency, 16.3rad/sec,
of the first nominal Z-bending mode, which is dominantly influenced by the primary
gimbal average angle
The performance plot of the FU-MM compensator in Figure 4-20 is not greatly
different from that of the original high authority LQG compensator. This results in
only 0.23dB loss of nominal performance over the LQG compensator. On the other
hand, significant performance degradation can be recognized in the FU&PG-MM's
performance plot, while the FU&PG-MM compensator has better performance above
230rad/sec. This results in 1.2dB loss of nominal performance over the LQG com-
pensator.
In the same way in the low authority case, the stability boundaries listed in
Table 4.7 imply that the high authority FU-MM compensator satisfies the design
requirement of robust stability. The achieved stability boundary of the FU-MM com-
Table 4.7: Stability boundaries of the high authority MM compensators
Design Case Frequency Uncertainty Primary Gimbal Angle
[%] [deg]
lower upper lower upper
High LQG -18.80 1.60 -33.6 > 60.0
High FU-MM < -20.00 5.60 < -60.0 > 60.0
High FU&PG-MM < -20.00 6.40 < -60.0 > 60.0
(Note) FU:+2.5% Frequency Uncertainty guarantee,
PG:±45deg Primary Gimbal average angle guarantee.
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Figure 4-19: Singular value plots of the high authority MM compensators and the
plant system
pensator for the frequency uncertainty is two times as large as the targeted boundary,
2.5%. This stability boundary is kept in the high authority FU&PG-MM compen-
sator, while conservatism extremely becomes large in the low control authority design
case.
The LQG cost plots in Figure 4-21 indicate that the FU-MM compensator is ob-
tained with only 2.3% loss of nominal performance. Although robust performance
of the FU-MM compensator is significantly improved in comparison with that of
the original LQG compensator, the normalized LQG costs for the off-nominal deign
points of ±45deg primary gimbal average angles are above two. This means that
performance degradation is more than 100%. Robust performance for the primary
gimbal average angle needs to be improved.
As a result of 16% nominal performance loss, the FU&PG-MM compensator ob-
tains significant improvement of robust performance for the primary gimbal average
angle shown in Figure 4-21. Since the nominal performance of the high authority
LQG compensator is six times as high as that of the low authority compensator as
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Figure 4-20: Performance of the high authority MM compensators
shown in Figure 4-6, this 16% nominal performance loss is a reasonable sacrifice. The
MM technique provides a high performance compensator which satisfies the design
requirement.
These improvements of robustness can be clearly recognized in the LQG cost
plots in Figures 4-22 and 4-23. In comparison with the plot of the high authority
LQG compensator in Figure 4-9, the performance robust region around the nominal
design point is substantially expanded. Note that performance robust region indi-
cates a region where performance is insensitive to off-nominal parameter variations.
In particular, the FU&PG-MM compensator can be expected to operate in the de-
sired off-nominal region with less than 20% performance degradation. This degraded
performance for off-nominal conditions is still 4.5 times as high as performance of the
low authority compensators.
The Nichols plots in Figures 4-24 and 4-25 also show that the robust stability
requirement is achieved with the high authority FU&PG-MM compensator. Notice
that the FU&PG-MM compensator has two sets of unstable poles, while the plant
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ftf]
system only has stable poles. The plots in the regions from 10rad/sec to 20rad/sec
and 80rad/sec to 90rad/sec lie farther from the critical points than those of the
original high authority LQG compensator in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. The off-nominal
closed loop systems of the original LQG compensator have unstable poles in those
frequency regions.
Finally, the sensitivity plots, a[I + GY,(jw) K(jw)], are shown in Figure 4-26 with
the off-nominal plots for +1.0% frequency uncertainty and -30deg primary gimbal
angle. The differences between the nominal plots and the off-nominal plots are small,
while large differences are identified in the high authority LQG compensator in Fig-
ure 4-12. This implies that the closed loop system of the high authority compensator
is desensitized to both off-nominal factors.
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4.4 Conclusions
Three design series based on control authority were performed, and they provided
the robust compensators which guaranteed stability for the two off-nominal factors;
±2.5% frequency uncertainty in all Z-bending modes and +45deg primary gimbal
average angle. The MM technique was shown to be effective at stabilizing the plant
under the nonlinear inertia change associated with different gimbal average angles.
While the FU-MM compensators are obtained as an intermediate compensator
with less than 2% nominal LQG cost increase, the FU&PG-MM compensators are
obtained with at most 16% nominal LQG cost increase. The higher the control
authority, the greater the loss in nominal performance between the LQG and MM
designs.
The off-nominal factor in the first step of the MM designs is the frequency un-
certainty in all Z-bending modes. In all three design cases, the resulting FU-MM
compensators provide robust stability not only for the frequency uncertainty but also
for the off-nominal primary gimbal average angle. This is because any off-nominal fac-
tors result in changes of the pole-zero structure of the plant system. As demonstrated
in this chapter, however, if another off-nominal factor in addition to the frequency
uncertainty in all modes is considered in the MM design, the MM technique effectively
improves robustness for the additional off-nominal factor.
However, control designers have to keep in mind the drawback of the MM tech-
nique, the large amount of calculation load. An increase in the number of off-nominal
factors in the MM design directly leads to an increase in calculation load. The most
important consideration in robust control design is to understand which off-nominal
factors are important to include in the design process.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Three sets of control designs are performed with the Multiple Model (MM) technique:
the sample designs; the SISO designs for the MACE test article; and the MIMO de-
signs for the MACE test article.
The sample designs in Chapter 2 reveal the destabilization mechanism of control
systems for lightly damped structural plants as well as the effectiveness on the MM
technique. The destabilization deeply relates to the destruction of pole-zero structure
of a plant and a compensator.
The SISO designs for the MACE test article in Chapter 3 imply that the MM
technique effectively enhances robust stability and performance of compensators for
two off-nominal factors: frequency uncertainty in the second Z-axis bending mode
and primary gimbal average angle.
In the MIMO designs for the MACE test article in Chapter 4, presented as a
realistic design case, the MM technique also demonstrates its effectiveness. Three de-
sign series using different control authorities are performed. In all design series, the
FU-MM compensators, which guarantee stability under frequency uncertainty in all
Z-axis bending modes, provide robust stability not only for frequency uncertainty but
also for the other off-nominal factor, primary gimbal average angle. This is because
any off-nominal factors result in changes of the pole-zero structure of a plant system.
However, when the second off-nominal factor, i.e. primary gimbal average angle, is
considered in the MM designs, the MM compensators provide excellent robust perfor-
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mance for this particular off-nominal factor. In the highest control authority case, the
MM compensator keeps performance degradation within the designated off-nominal
region to less than 20%, while the original LQG compensator cannot provide stability
for all off-nominal design points. The MM compensator is obtained with 16% nominal
performance loss in comparison with that of the original high authority LQG compen-
sator. This nominal performance loss is reasonably small in comparison with that of
the low authority LQG compensator, which provides the closest stable region to the
design requirements. The nominal performance of the resulting high authority MM
compensator is still 5.3 times as high as that of the low authority LQG compensator.
However, two main drawbacks in the MM technique need to be recognized: compu-
tational drawback and robust stability for an intermediate off-nominal point between
specified design points. The computational drawback is divided into two problems:
high computational load and the local minimum problem. Both problems originate
in the numerical multivariable optimization used in the MM design. To obtain higher
performance compensator, the local minimum problem is more serious. This problem
is general in numerical optimization methods; nobody can prove that a minimum
point obtained by numerical optimization methods is not a local minimum point but
a global minimum point.
To avoid obtaining local minima, the MM technique requires an appropriate ini-
tial design which is close to the ultimate design. However, the process of obtaining
the appropriate initial design can be an extensive robust control design because the
initial design must be stable for all design points including targeted off-nominal de-
sign points. Therefore, although several MM design steps need to be performed, the
progressive technique which is used in the MM designs in this research can be one
of the measures to heighten a possibility of obtaining a global minimum solution. In
the progressive technique, an LQG optimal solution is used as an initial design, and
off-nominal design points are progressively moved from the nominal point to targeted
off-nominal design points. Increases of the nominal LQG cost need to be monitored
as shown in the SISO designs in Chapter 3.
In all MM design problems in this study, MM compensators are successfully ob-
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tained, and they provide robust stability for the appropriate off-nominal region which
includes all the specified design points. Although the MM technique guarantees stabil-
ity for all the specified design points, it does not guarantee an intermediate off-nominal
point between the specified design points. This means that a stable region provided
by the MM technique can be broken between specified design points, if off-nominal
design points are improperly selected and/or cost weights, 0i, on design points are
inappropriately set in a MM design. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a stability
test, such as the LQG cost plot used in this study, to confirm stability of a resulting
compensator for a desired off-nominal region.
This study proves the effectiveness of the MM technique for designing control for
space structure systems which have multiple, real-parametric off-nominal factors in-
cluding nonlinear inertia properties. Although the MM technique has the drawbacks
discussed above, it is a practical robust control design technique. In aerospace en-
gineering, the MM technique is applicable to many design problems with nonlinear
properties such as a reentry attitude control design for a space shuttle.
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Appendix A
Derivatives of the Weighted Sum
of the LQG costs in the MM
Method
This appendix presents the derivations of the partial derivatives of the weighted sum
of the LQG costs used in the Multiple Model (MM) technique.
The weighted sum of the LQG costs with the constraint for stability is given by
nDP
Ja = E A trace [OO iiC + Pi (Aii + OiAi +
i=1
(A.1)
where Pi are the Lagrange multipliers, and the augmented system matrices are defined
as follows:
Ai = [
i [B
f i = C
Ai 
-Bu,,Cc
Cy, A - BcDyu ,,Cc
DByw B1
c DywJ B 2
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A12
A22
All
A 2 1
C2
-- --- - ---------- ~ -- ------------------~  , I- ---- - ---- ---~--- ---- ---- -- --- -- --- b
Note that the submatrices of the augmented system matrices are a function of the
compensator's matrices as follows:
A 12 = f(C)
A 21 = f(Be)
A 22 = f (Ac, B, C)
B2 = f(Be)
C2 = f(C)
For the sake of convenience, Qi and Pi are divided into four n, x n. submatrices,
S= [Q11 Q12
021 22
P1
P21
P1 2
P22
The following basic derivatives of a trace function of matrices with respect to a
matrix are used in the derivations [40].
trace{YX}aX
Strace{YXT }
a trace{YXZ}
x trace{YX T Z}
where X, Y, and Z are square matrices.
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Pi
The derivatives of the weighted sum of the LQG costs with respect of Qi, Ac, BC,
and Cc are derived as follows:
nDP 
a
= O ~ [trace{(~CQjC
i=1 i
= /3 [CfC + 1V42 + A],
+ P (Ai, + Qi + i}]
(A.2)
P 0[trace{P(AiQ, + QiA)}]
= P a [trace{(PiA1i
-Z/32 + P12 A21)Q11 + (P11A1 2 + P12A 22)Q21}
+trace{(P2 1A11 + P22 A 21 )Q 12 + (P 2 1A 1 2 + P2 2A 22 )Q 22 }
+trace{(P11Q11 + P 12 Q 21 )A11 + (P 1 1Q 12 + P 12 Q 22 )AT12
+trace{ (P21Q1 1 + P 22Q21)A T + (P21Q12 + P22Q22)A2T }]i
Pi= - [trace{P12A 22Q 21 j
+trace{ P22 A 22Q 22
+trace{ (P21Q1 2 + P2222)A22 i
nDP a
= Pf3 A[trace{P12(Ac - BDy ,Cc)Q 211
+trace{P22(Ac - BcDyuCe)Q22}
+trace{(P21Q 12 + P22Q22)(Ac - BcD,,Cc)T}]i
nDP
-Z [P Q21 + P 22 + P 21Q 12 + P22 Q22 1i
i=1
nDP
- [(QP)2 + (PQ)22]i,
i=1
(A.3)
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nDP a - -/3 [trace{Pi(AiQi + QiA+ BiBT)
aBc i=l BC +j
nDP
S3iB [trace{(Pl1All + P 12 A 2 1 )Qll + (P 11A 12 + P12 A 22 )Q 2 1}i=1 B,
+trace{(P2 1All + P22 A 21)Q 12 + (P 2 1A 12 + P22 A 22 )Q 22 }
+trace{(P11Q11 + P12Q21)AT + (P1 lQ 1 2 + P 12Q 22 )A T2
+trace{ (P21Qll + P22Q21)A T + (P 21Q12 + P22Q22)A2}
+trace {PiB1BT + P12 2 B T} + trace{P21BB T + P 22 B 2 BT}]i
nDP a
= i OB [trace{P12A2lQ1 + P1 2 A 22 Q 2 1}
i=1 c
+trace{P22A 21 12 + P22A 22Q22}
+trace{(P21Qll + P22Q 21)A T + (P21Q1 2 + P22Q22)A
+trace{P12B2B T + trace{P211B T + P22B 2BT}]i
nDP
= Bci [trace{P12BcCyQ11 + P12(A, - BDy,Cc)Q21}
i=1 c
+trace{P22BcCyQ12 + P22 (Ac - BcD yCc)Q22}
+trace{ (P21 11 + P22Q21) (BcCy) T
+trace{(P21Q12 + P22Q22 )(Ac - BcD yC)T}
+trace{P12BcD,wB }
+trace{P21 B~ (BcDy)T + P22(BcDyw) (BcDyw)T}]i
nDP lT2T CY T +pT)T _ T pT ,T T
= [P C - PQC21 D 2 2 y - 2222 yu
+(P 21 Q11 + P2221)CyT - (P21 Q1 2 + P22Q22)CTD
+Pl2BD T + P21BwD T + P2T2BDcDYD + P22BcD,D ,,]
nDP
= Z [(P 1 1 + 2  P2Qll + P22 21y)C
i=1
T T T TTDT
-(P + P 2 2 + P 2 1Q 12 + P2222)C
+(PT + P21)BwD T + (P2T + P22)BcDD ]
nDP
= (QP) + (PQ)2 1 CT - (P) + (PQ)22}CcT D
i=1
+(PT + P2 1)BwD T, + (P2T + P2)BcDD ], (A.4)
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- [trace{
/=1
+trace{
+trace{
+trace{
+trace{
= EA -[trace{
+trace{
+trace{
+trace{
+trace{
C QiCf + Pi(AiQ + QiAi)l}
CIQC T + C 2Q 21 CT + C1Q12CT + C2Q22C2T}
(Pi 1A11 + P12A21)Q1 + (P11 A12 + P12A22 )Q21}
(P2 1A11 + P22A21)Q12 + (P21 A1 2 + P22A22)Q22}
(P 1Q11 + P12Q21)All + (P11Q1 2 + P12Q22)Al2
(P 21 Q1 1 + 2221)A21 + (P 2 1Q1 2 + P22Q22)A22
C2Q21c + C0Q 12 CT + C2Q22C2T
(PI1A1 2 + P12A22)Q21}
(P21A 12 + P22A22)Q22 1
(P11Q1 2 + P 12Q22)A 2}
(P21 1 2 + P22022)A 2 ],
nDP
= 3 i C[trace{-D.CcQ21CT - CzQ12(DzCc)T + DCcQ22(DzC)T }
i=1 C
+trace{-PllBuCcQ21 + P 12 (Ac - BcDyuCc)Q2 1}
+trace{-P21BuCcQ22 + P22 (Ac - BcDyuCc)Q22}
+trace{-(PluQl2 + P12Q22)(BCc)T}
+trace{ (P21Q 12 + P22Q 22)(Ac - BDyuCe)T}]i
nDP
= [-D, CzQ - DzCzQ12 + DzDuCcQ + DTDzC 22
i=1
-B Pirfi-D B P - B P2T - D B P22
-Bu (P 1 Q 12 + P 12Q 22 ) - D T BT(P 2 1Q 12 + P2 2Q 22)
nDP
= [D Dz+C(Q2 + Q22) - D Cz (QT + Q12)
i=1
-BT, (PI 1 22 + P11Q12 + P12Q22)
-DB (PI 22 + P21Q 12 + P22Q22)]i
nDP
= Z [Dz DzuC(QT + Q22) - D Cz (Q + Q12)
i=1
-B {(QP)21 + (PQ)12)} - DBT { (QP)2 + (PQ)22}]i. (A.5)
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